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1. Introduction

In multilateral environments, hardware-based trusted execution environ-

ments (TEEs) can be used to build protocols for ensuring security require-

ments of the different (non-trusting) entities and assuring their privacy.

TEE-based protocols can provide better security guarantees or lower com-

munication overhead compared to alternative approaches. In this disser-

tation, I show how to use TEEs to build protocols and systems for provi-

sioning credentials on users’ devices remotely, protect them, enforce poli-

cies on their use, and use them securely. I also show an example of how to

use TEEs to ensure users’ privacy while accessing services on untrusted

infrastructure. In this dissertation, I used the term credential to refer to

data objects that an entity (user/device) can use to demonstrate its right

to use/access services offered by other entities. Parts of a credential can

be public information such as public key certificates and others can be

confidential information, such as secret keys.

1.1 Motivation

Most online applications and services that require user identification are

multilateral by nature i.e. they involve multiple entities. For exam-

ple, a user may access e-health services from her web browser using a

government-issued electronic identity (eID). In this example, the entities

involved are (at minimum) the user, the e-health service, and the iden-

tity provider. Different entities may have different security requirements.

However, these entities do not necessarily trust each other [81].

Defining security associations involving the credentials of each entity

allows the non-trusting entities to communicate with each other securely.

15



Introduction

Credentials allow entities to authenticate themselves while accessing ser-

vices offered by others entities. Enforcing policies on the use of creden-

tials allows establishing trust between entities. For example, a service

provider may only allow service access to users with credentials issued

by a certain credential issuer. Additionally, the credential issuer may also

require users to store credentials on devices, such as smart cards, that en-

sure the integrity and confidentiality of the credentials, and protect them

from unauthorized access.

Software-based solutions: Existing software-based solutions alone are

not sufficient to protect these credentials and enforce policies. For ex-

ample, a private key can be locally stored on a user’s device (e.g., on a

device’s local storage). The key can also be transferred or shared among

other devices as well as with other users. Thus, they do not guarantee

the authenticity of users. Many services require the identity verifica-

tion of users before allowing service access. In services such as digital

rights management (DRM), providers bind digital content to specific cre-

dentials and restrict the duplication of credentials [87]. Therefore, ded-

icated, tamper-resistant hardware, such as smart cards or Trusted Plat-

form Modules (TPMs) that restrict credential duplication are needed for

storing DRM credentials. Furthermore, TPMs also allow providers to en-

force policies that prevent the content being accessed on other devices,

even those owned by the same user [83, 69].

Smartcard-based solutions: In addition to preventing credential du-

plication, dedicated hardware such as smart cards are ideal for accessing

services where card readers are part of the service infrastructure. For ex-

ample, in public transport systems, station gates are equipped with con-

tactless card readers that can verify users’ ticketing credentials stored on

their contactless cards (e.g. travel cards) and allow users to enter/exit the

gates. However, not all services provide such card readers. In some cases,

the service providers expect users to arrange a card reader for themselves.

For example, accessing an e-health service online with eID cards requires

users to purchase a card reader and attach it to their personal computers

(PCs).

A major drawback of smartcard-based credentials is the cost of deploy-

ment; Service providers must provision credentials on smart cards and

physically distribute them to users. Also, a smartcard-based credential
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often serves a single purpose. Therefore, a user subscribed to multiple

services operated by separate providers ends up with many cards that

need to be carried everywhere for service use. Further, maintaining and

updating smartcard-based credentials after they are issued is often dif-

ficult. Often existing cards are replaced with new cards while updating

services. For example, the Helsinki Regional Transport Authority (HSL)

has announced that they will replace current travel cards to support on-

line loading of the ticket values on cards.1

Trust assurances: Users may also desire certain trust assurances, such

as data security and privacy guarantees, from the service infrastructure.

For example, in an electronic voting system, citizens may require the fol-

lowing assurances: the integrity of their votes, the confidentiality of their

voting choices and the protection of their identities.

Thus, establishing trust in a multilateral environment requires mecha-

nisms that:

(a) facilitate the secure hosting of different types of credentials on users’

devices and enforce security policies on their use, and

(b) ensure the integrity and confidentiality of users’ data processed at

the service infrastructure as well as provide the necessary privacy

guarantees.

Trusted Execution Environments: A Trusted Execution Environment

(TEE) is one available technology that can be used to establish trust be-

tween entities. It provides hardware-assisted isolation of code and data

from all other software running on the platform including the operating

system (OS). Some TEEs also support remote attestation that guarantees

to third parties that specific code is running in the TEE. Thus, it can be

used to run application-specific security logic for hosting credentials and

enforcing security policies on them. This dissertation shows how to use

a TEE as a trust anchor to develop applications and services in multilat-

eral environments. Specifically, I present how to use TEEs to establish

trust in users’ devices to allow remote provisioning and secure the usage

of credentials, and how to use TEEs on service infrastructure to ensure

and assure privacy while handling users’ data.

1HSL travel card change: https://www.hsl.fi/en/news/2015/travel-cards-
changed-blue-hsl-cards-2016-6184
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1.1.1 Establishing trust on users’ devices

Devices such as smartphones and tablets, have become de facto personal

computing devices, which are always within the vicinity of their users.

Therefore they are an ideal place to host credentials. They also offer a

wide range of built-in features such as sensing and communication capa-

bilities, user input/output interfaces, and most importantly they provide

programmability.

Although OSs for smartphones are designed to be more secure than OSs

for PCs [60, 99] their security is routinely defeated using techniques such

as jailbreaking on iOS and rooting on Android OS [99]. To host a creden-

tial on a device, we must ensure that the device protects against unautho-

rized use of the credential, e.g. by malware. Additionally, the device must

also be able to protect credentials from misbehaving users. For example,

a user should not be allowed to modify the validity period of an expired

credential. Since credential issuers do not have control over users’ de-

vices, they need assurances from a device prior to credential provisioning

so that, a) the device complies with their security requirements to pro-

tect the credentials, and b) it belongs to the legitimate user to whom the

credentials are being issued.

Smartcard-based solutions: One possibility is to use smartcard-based

solutions such as a subscriber identity module (SIM) available on devices.

For example, a mobile certificate is a user-specific credential hosted on

the user’s SIM. The mobile network operators (MNOs) control access to

SIMs. They can provision and update applications on SIMs remotely.

Further, if a user is a registered customer of an MNO, the MNO can ver-

ify the identity of the SIM user while provisioning credentials remotely.

However, provisioning credentials on SIMs from other service providers

requires permission from the MNOs. Also, it is not likely that all ser-

vices that a user intends to access would accept credentials from a single

credential issuer. Thus, to reduce such complexity, the Global System

for Mobile Association (GSMA) has introduced a trusted service manager

(TSM) [22], which acts as a single trusted entity responsible for distribu-

tion and service management on smart cards such as SIMs. However, ser-

vice providers are required to make agreements with a TSM which usu-

ally involves service fees. Further, making service agreements with TSMs
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in multiple geographical locations can become infeasible for smaller ser-

vice providers. To overcome these complexities, a User-centric card owner-

ship models such as the user centric owner model (UCOM) [1] have been

proposed, which allows users to host applications of their choice on their

cards without permission from the card issuer. (Section 2.1 briefly de-

scribes the smart card technology and user-centric card ownership mod-

els.)

Trusted hardware-based solutions: Modern device OS platform such

as iOS have introduced trusted hardware-backed payment services called

Apple Pay.2 This service allows users to integrate their card-based pay-

ments (e.g. debit, credit, and loyalty) functionality into the payment ser-

vice running on their device. Users receive device-specific virtual account

numbers for each payment card that they add to service. The device pro-

tects the virtual account information using a trusted hardware called Se-

cure Element (SE). During payment at a payment terminal, the SE pro-

vides the virtual account number along with a transaction-specific dy-

namic security code to the terminal. Later, bank approves the payment

after verifying the account number and the security code. Android has

also released similar service called Android pay.3 However, it relies on

cloud service to generate transaction tokens. These services are only lim-

ited to payments and require agreements between the service providers

and the payment card operators (e.g. credit card companies or banks).

Recently, Android and iOS have supported a hardware-backed keystore

to protect cryptographic keys and operations [40, 4]. However, hardware-

backed keystores do not allow hosting arbitrary credential algorithms.

Alternatively, TEEs, are widely available on modern smartphone plat-

forms [21] Various researchers [21, 99] have proposed using a TEE as a

trust anchor for hosting credentials on user’s devices. Particularly, Kos-

tiainen in his dissertation [56] presented an On-board Credential archi-

tecture [59] for building an open credential platform that allows service

providers to provision applications and credentials to a TEE without re-

quiring permission from the TEE manufacturer. (ObC was available on

devices such as Nokia Windows Phone 8 and Symbian phones.) However,

questions remain on how to associate users’ identities with their devices

2https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT203027
3https://www.android.com/pay/
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for remote credential provisioning, and how to manage and use different

types of credentials on a single device.

In Chapter 3, this dissertation shows how to use a TEE as a trust an-

chor for hosting and provisioning credentials. It also presents an exam-

ple of using credentials hosted on a device to access online services from

an external device such as a PC over a USB channel. In Chapter 4, it

presents the use of credentials stored on devices over low bandwidth chan-

nels such as Near Field Communication (NFC). Particularly, it presents

various identity verification schemes that can be used in public transport

ticketing from NFC-enabled phones.

1.1.2 Establishing trust on infrastructure

Service providers set out their intentions for using user data in their terms

and conditions statements to which users must agree to when signing up

for services. Service providers usually comply with the local data protec-

tion laws where their servers are hosted. For example in the European

Union (EU), the Data Protection Directive (95/46/EC) [17] requires that

anyone receiving personal data from the EU must comply with the EU

data protection rules.4

Traditionally, computing infrastructure was maintained by the service

providers, and they can conduct security audits to comply with the data

protection laws. However, in recent years, cloud computing has gained

significant attention from private individuals as well as commercial ser-

vice providers. Cloud computing allows its consumers to outsource their

computing needs to cloud providers, which operate and maintain the com-

puting infrastructure. This includes servers and networks that can be

consumed as a resource in a scalable and flexible manner on demand.

Adopting cloud computing technologies reduces the cost of maintaining

and upgrading the computing infrastructure for service providers, and

allows them to focus more on service development. As a result, many

local and remote services have migrated to cloud platforms (e.g. cloud-

assisted malware checking services such as the Verify Apps feature on

Android [41]).
4The General Data Protection Regulation (2016/679) will replace the Data Pro-
tection Directive 95/46/EC from May 2018.
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Cloud-assisted malware checking: Malware checking services used to

operate on users’ devices where a locally-installed anti-malware tool reg-

ularly received lists of known malware identifiers and checked the device

for malware. In a cloud-assisted design, anti-malware vendors provide

malware databases to the cloud where they host malware checking ser-

vices. Then users can send application identifiers to the service and re-

ceive the status of the corresponding applications as responses. The cloud-

assisted design is beneficial to anti-malware vendors as it allows them to

serve all users with the latest malware database, and most importantly it

allows anti-malware vendors to retain their malware databases as a po-

tential competitive advantage without having to disclose the databases to

users (and thus competitors).

Privacy concerns: However, data privacy is a major concern in cloud

platforms [24]. As computation is outsourced to third-party cloud servers,

the clients of the cloud providers (e.g. the service providers) no longer

retain their control over their users’ data. A malicious cloud provider

can easily access and observe their clients’ data to profile users. Another

concern arises from the multi-tenancy architecture of the cloud that al-

lows computing resources to be shared among multiple clients for maxi-

mum resource utilization. Cloud providers use virtualized environments

to achieve multi-tenancy, where they host applications and data belong-

ing to different clients on the same physical server. Vulnerabilities in the

virtualization techniques can lead to cross-virtual machine information

leakage that allows a malicious application on a guest virtual machine

(VM) to collect data from other co-located VMs [75]. Service providers

may choose to encrypt their users’ data before storing it in the cloud, but

this precludes outsourcing any processing to the cloud. Also, the adver-

sary can still observe data access patterns to gather information.

Therefore, cloud-assisted services such as malware checking should pro-

tect against the adversary learning users’ query contents which can be

used to profile users. One way to provide query privacy is to run the

malware checking service as a private membership test (PMT). In PMT, a

lookup server holds a large set of entries called a dictionary X. A user runs

a PMT protocol with the lookup server to know if an entry q is a member

of X. The protocol outputs a single bit r indicating the membership status

of q without revealing q and r to the lookup server.
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Trust assurances: A survey by Ardagna et al. [5] calls for an increase in

cloud transparency through the use of standardized interfaces to improve

the trustworthiness of the cloud. One method of building trust assurance

for services like PMT is to use a trusted platform module (TPM) [95]. A

TPM allows the attestation of the state of the platform to third parties.

TPM attestation can be used to provide assurance that a service running

on the platform is operating in a correct fashion (service integrity) and to

assure that no malicious activities are running on the platform. However,

attesting individual applications to third parties using a TPM is challeng-

ing. Also, facilitating TPM attestation in a virtualized environment is

still an open question. Cryptographic solutions such as private set in-

tersection [77, 78] and homomorphic encryption [68] have been proposed

for privacy-preserving membership tests. However, they are expensive

in terms of computation and communication when supporting multiple

clients.

In recent years, TEEs have started to appear for server platforms —

Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [67] will soon be available for

cloud platforms. SGX provides attestation in addition to runtime code

isolation, which can be used to design privacy-preserving services such as

PMT. Several researchers [84, 9] have used TEEs to build trusted cloud

computing platforms that provide confidentiality and integrity of applica-

tions and their data on cloud platforms. In Chapter 5, this dissertation

shows how to utilize TEEs to build privacy-preserving services, such as

PMT, on untrusted infrastructure.

1.2 Contributions

The contributions of the individual publications that constitute this dis-

sertation are summarized below:

Publication I: "Can Hand-Held Computers Still Be Better Smart
Cards?"

Research contributions: Virtual smart cards (VSCs) have been imple-

mented using hand-held devices for more than a decade. Balfanz et al. [8]

presented a VSC architecture where the smart card functionality was im-
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plemented on a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) rather than as a sepa-

rate hardware module. Publication I presents a revised architecture for

VSC with hardware support.

It uses a TEE available on a user’s device to protect security-sensitive

smartcard operations from the influence of other applications including

the OS running on the device. The hardware-assisted VSC allows hosting

and managing different types of smartcard-based credentials on a single

device. It presents a reference implementation of a real smartcard-based

credential, Finnish electronic identity (FINeID), as a hardware-supported

VSC instance. Additionally, the user’s device emulates USB interfaces

similar to a standard USB card reader, which allow external devices, such

as PCs, to access the hardware-supported VSCs in a similar manner as

they access physical smart cards via USB-connected card readers.

Author’s contributions: I contributed to the design and analysis of the

hardware-supported VSC architecture. I also implemented the Linux ver-

sion of the hardware-supported VSC architecture and the emulation of

USB card reader interfaces on a Nokia 900 device running Maemo 5.

In additional, I collected and analyzed the performance measurements

from this platform. Pekka Laitinen provided the implementation and per-

formance measurements on Nokia X6 running Symbian OS. I wrote the

manuscript together with my co-authors.

Publication II: "Identity Verification Schemes for Public
Transport Ticketing with NFC Phones"

Research contributions: Public transport systems around the world

use contactless cards as transport tickets. Ticketing applications on cards

are usually proprietary and are incompatible between different transport

systems. Account-based ticketing is an alternative approach to overcome

this incompatibility and allow flexible ticket fare collection schemes [88].

In account-based ticketing, each traveler is represented by a travel ac-

count maintained by an identity provider. While traveling, the check-

point terminals at transport endpoints (entries and exits) verify travelers’

identities before allowing them to travel. During identity verification,

the checkpoint terminals collect travelers’ identities and bind them with

contextual information (e.g. date, time, location information) to produce

ticketing evidence.
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Publication II presents four protocol variants of identity verification that

can be used in an account-based ticketing architecture with NFC-enabled

devices, particularly NFC-enabled mobile phones. The architecture uses

TEEs on NFC-enabled devices to protect users’ ticketing credentials as

well as to perform cryptographic operations using these credentials.

The publication identifies that communication speed, rather than cryp-

tographic computation, is the main bottleneck for implementing identity

verification schemes on NFC-enabled mobile phones. The actual data rate

between NFC applications on mobile phones is around 1000 bytes per sec-

ond. At this rate, it would require up to a second to transfer an X.509

certificate using a standards-compliant RSA digital signature with a key

size of 1024 bits. However, it is expected that user interaction in pub-

lic transport ticketing should conclude within 300 milliseconds (ms) [2].

Therefore, it is evident that a standards-compliant RSA digital signature

scheme is impractical to use as an identity-verification scheme due to its

message exchange size.

The proposed protocol variants are optimized in message sizes with min-

imum number of messages exchange during identity verification. It also

studies the effects of optimization on the usability and security aspect of

the system.

Author’s contributions: I contributed to the design and analysis of

the account-based ticketing architecture and the protocols for identity

verification. I implemented the protocols on NFC-enabled phones, and

I collected and analyzed the performance measurements. I wrote the

manuscript together with my co-authors.

Publication III: "Mass Transit Ticketing with NFC Mobile
Phones"

Research contributions: Publication III builds on Publication II to de-

sign an identity verification scheme that uses the RSA signature with

message recovery to minimize the size of the public key certificate. Publi-

cation III also extends the account-based ticketing architecture to support

non-gated transport systems, where the transport end-points are not con-

trolled via physical gates.

In non-gated transport systems, offline resource-constrained devices,

such as contactless smart cards, are placed at transport stations as check-
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point terminals. Travelers are required to tap-in/tap-out with their NFC-

enabled devices at these terminals to produce ticketing evidence.

The architecture utilizes TEEs on NFC-enabled devices (NFC-enabled

mobile phones and smart cards) to produce and protect ticketing evidence.

Further, the TEE on a user’s device also limits the number of times the

device is allowed to perform identity verification before it must submit the

ticketing evidence to a centralized authority (e.g. the identity provider).

Author’s contributions: I contributed to the implementation of the tick-

eting application for the NFC-enabled phone, and the ticket reader appli-

cation for the checkpoint terminals. Jan-Erik Ekberg designed the proto-

cols as well as the implementation of the trusted application for the TEEs

on the phones and the smart cards used as checkpoint terminals. I ran

the experiments, collected data, and analyzed and evaluated the results

of performance measurements. I wrote the manuscript and analyzed the

implementation of the protocols together with Jan-Erik Ekberg.

Publication IV: "Tapping and Tripping with NFC"

Research contributions: Publication IV is an adaptation of the non-

gated transport ticketing protocol presented in Publication III to a real

world trial design. A month-long trial was conducted with over 100 par-

ticipants along the Port Washington Branch of the Long Island Railway

Road5, operated by the New York Metropolitan Transit Authority.

The data collected during the trial showed almost 67% of the ticketing

evidence was reported immediately and 80% on the same day. Such in-

sights are useful to monitor the transport system utilization and predict

congestion in near real-time. A user study conducted at the end of the

trial showed that 42% of the participants preferred to use NFC-enabled

phones for ticketing compared to only 24% who preferred travel cards.

Publication IV also presents an upgraded identity verification protocol

designed for such NFC-enabled phones where a TEE is unavailable or

practically inaccessible (open-devices). The protocol requires travelers to

fetch access tokens directly from a centralized authority before identity

verification. It also requires travelers to submit ticketing evidence before

they are allowed to fetch new tokens.

5http://www.mta.info/lirr
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Author’s contributions: I contributed to the design and preparation of

the trial. Furthermore, I adapted the protocol from Publication III into

the trial settings and implemented the protocols as an extension to the

Nokia Public Transport app used in the trial. I contributed to the design

and implementation of the extended identity verification protocol to sup-

port open-devices. I also analyzed the data collected during the trial. The

manuscript was written together with Jan-Erik Ekberg.

Publication V: "On Rehoming the Electronic ID to TEEs"

Research contributions: Publication V presents a system (software and

a network architecture) that allows credential provisioning on hardware-

supported VSCs remotely. It uses two separate device platforms (Android

and Windows Phone), with different TEE providers (Kinibi and On-board

Credentials respectively) to prototype remote provisioning of FINeID cre-

dentials. It utilizes remote attestation mechanisms defined by the cor-

responding TEE providers to assure the credential issuers of the level

of security on the devices during credential provisioning. It also demon-

strates an example of binding users’ identities with their devices using a

pre-existing strong digital identity, such as government-issued electronic

identity (eID) cards.

Author’s contributions: I contributed to defining the remote provision-

ing architecture and reviewing the state-of-the-art in eID systems. I also

defined the security requirements for provisioning as well as using eIDs

on TEEs, analyzed the protocols and wrote the manuscript together with

my co-authors.

Publication VI: "The Circle Game: Scalable Private Membership
Test Using Trusted Hardware"

Research contributions: Publication VI models the cloud-assisted mal-

ware checking scenario as a private membership test (PMT) and designs a

PMT protocol that utilizes TEEs available on the server to provide query

privacy. It introduces a simple PMT approach using a carousel design

pattern where the entire malware dictionary is circled through trusted

hardware on the cloud server. Publication VI also shows the carousel ap-

proach using different data structures to represent the dictionary, and
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implements a prototype on two different TEE architectures (ARM Trust-

Zone and Intel SGX). Furthermore, through extensive experimental anal-

ysis, Publication VI shows that the carousel approach exhibits better scal-

ability than ORAM while supporting a higher number of simultaneous

queries.

Author’s contributions: I conceived the idea of the carousel approach

together with Jan-Erik Ekberg. The authors jointly contributed to the de-

sign specifically in selecting and comparing different data structures used

for representing the dictionary. I implemented, measured, analyzed and

evaluated the performance of the carousel approach on the ARM-based

TEE platform. Andrew Paverd performed the implementation, measure-

ments, and evaluation on the Intel SGX. I wrote the manuscript together

with my co-authors.

1.3 Outline

This dissertation is based on the aforementioned six original publications

which are grouped into three main themes. Chapter 2 presents the rele-

vant background for the whole dissertation.

Chapter 3 encompasses Publication I and Publication V. It presents a

hardware-supported virtual smart card architecture for hosting cre-

dentials on a single device. It shows how that architecture is better

than dedicated hardware tokens or smart cards in terms of creden-

tial management and credential use. It also presents how to use

TEEs to attest the level of security on devices and it describes a

mechanism to associate users with their devices for remote creden-

tial provisioning.

Chapter 4 encompasses Publication II, Publication III and Publication

IV. It presents the use of credentials stored on users’ devices over

low bandwidth channels such as NFC. In particular, it discusses an

account-based ticketing architecture for NFC-enabled devices, and

it presents various identity verification schemes that can be used in

public transport ticketing.

Chapter 5 is based on Publication VI. It presents the use of TEEs to

provide privacy guarantees in service infrastructure, such as cloud-
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based services. In particular, it describes how to design a privacy-

preserving membership test using a TEE to ensure users’ data pri-

vacy in a cloud-based malware checking service.

Finally, Chapter 6 presents different substantial aspects that are preva-

lent in current systems that use TEEs. These aspects are discussed based

upon a synthesis of the previous chapters.
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2. Background

This chapter presents relevant background information for the rest of the

dissertation.

2.1 Smart cards

A smart card is typically a pocket-sized plastic card with an embedded

micro-controller. It provides a tamper-resistant processing environment

that isolates the runtime application states and data from an external en-

vironment [80]. It also facilitates secure storage for protecting persistent

data stored on the card. Smart cards are widely used to host credentials

such as public key based cryptographic tokens. Typically, smart cards are

removable devices that communicate with a host device, such as a PC,

through a card reader. A smart card can exhibit either a wired or a wire-

less interface, or both interfaces [80].

A suite of well-defined specifications is available for smartcard technol-

ogy. The family of ISO/IEC 7816 standards describes the physical char-

acteristics of smart cards, communication protocols, and interfaces for ac-

cessing/managing smartcard applications and data. Similarly, ISO/IEC

14443 and ISO/IEC 18092 describe the wireless interface and protocols

for smart cards. Furthermore, Personal Computer/Smart Card (PC/SC)

specifications [74] are designed to integrate smart cards on computing

platforms such as PCs.

Smart cards were initially designed for a single application use, how-

ever, over time the smart card architecture has evolved into a complex

operating system [80]. For example, MULTOS1, is a smartcard OS that

1MULTOS https://www.multos.com/
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is capable of securely hosting multiple applications [16, 36]. In multi-

application smart cards, each application consists of a separate security

domain that isolates the application resources from other applications on

the card. The domain owner controls each security domain, and therefore,

hosting an application in a card requires either the creation of a separate

domain or the permission of a domain owner [36]. This architecture where

the domain owner retains the right to the host application in a security

domain is called the issuer-centric card ownership model.

The issuer-centric ownership model is inflexible for maintaining and up-

dating services on the card once it has been issued. In other words, as a

user joins new services and leaves existing services, it becomes impracti-

cal to add/remove applications on the card. User-centric card ownership

models such as the user centric owner model (UCOM) [1], the open pro-

visioning model[59] and the GlobalPlatform consumer centric model [34]

have been proposed to overcome this issue. In the user-centric card own-

ership model, card issuers delegate ownership of the card to card holders.

Cardholders have full permission to host applications of their choice on

their cards [1].

Some smart cards such as Javacard and MULTOS also provide the ap-

plication programming interfaces (APIs)2 and tools3 for application devel-

opment and application management.

2.2 Trusted Execution Environment

A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) [31] is a system security primi-

tive that provides hardware-enforced isolation for executing security sen-

sitive application logic. The TEE isolates its hardware and software re-

sources from a general processing environment, also referred to as the

rich execution environment (REE), where the majority of the platform

software, including the primary operating system, runs. Figure 2.1 de-

picts the TEE system architecture defined by GlobalPlatform, a standards

development organization that defines various TEE standards. An appli-

cation logic that runs inside the TEE is referred to as a trusted appli-

cation (TA), whereas the REE application, which initiates and interacts

2Javacard APIs: https://docs.oracle.com/javacard/3.0.5/api/index.html
3MULTOS SDK: https://www.multos.com/developer_centre/tools_and_sdk/
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with the TA, is called a client application (CA).4 The TEE can protect the

confidentiality and integrity of a TA’s runtime states and data from other

applications running on the platform [33].

Figure 2.1. GlobalPlatform’s TEE system Architecture

GlobalPlatform5 has defined an extensive set of standards for TEE func-

tionality, interfaces, and management. The TEE System Architecture [33]

defines the hardware and software architecture that constitutes the TEE.

The TEE Internal Core API [37] defines (C-programming) interfaces avail-

able within a TEE, such as memory management, cryptographic primi-

tives and secure storage for the TA development. The TEE Client API [32]

provides OS driver interfaces that activate a TA and allow a CA to estab-

lish a session with the TA for data exchange. Additionally, the TEE also

allows CA and TA to share memory area to transfer large amount of data

between them. However, GlobalPlatform recommends to limit this shared

memory feature only for communication purposes as both CA and TA can

4CA is widely used as an abbreviation for Certificate Authority. However, this
dissertation uses CA to refer the GlobalPlatform defined client application.
5www.globalplatform.org
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modify the memory content asynchronously [33]. The shared memory is

subject to the memory observation attacks by an adversary who controls

the platform’s REE. The TEE Management Framework [38] provides a

framework for managing the TA lifecycle.

Modern CPU architectures include security primitives to augment a

CPU with a TEE without the need for an additional hardware security

component. The two most common TEE platforms available today (ARM

TrustZone and Intel SGX) are described in the following subsections.

2.2.1 ARM TrustZone

ARM TrustZone [7] is the contemporary TEE architecture that is widely

available on smartphone hardware platforms. TrustZone allows a sin-

gle physical processor to split into two virtual processors, namely secure

world and normal world. Each world consists of a runtime environment

with its hardware and software resources. The secure world is the TEE

and is used for processing security-sensitive application logic whereas the

normal world is the REE that runs the main OS and normal applications.

Figure 2.2 shows an architectural overview of ARM TrustZone. By de-

fault, the boot sequence initializes the secure world operating environ-

ment first, after executing the initial bootloader from the SoC ROM [7].

The boot sequence then activates the normal world operating environ-

ment. ARM TrustZone also supports a secure boot scheme where each

stage of the boot sequence verifies the signature associated with the next

stage software before loading it into the secure world. The secure boot se-

quence establishes a chain of trust starting from the initial bootloader to

prevent unauthorized or modified software from running into the secure

world.

Once in the normal world, an entry to the secure world is controlled

through a new processor mode called the monitor mode. The normal world

calls a dedicated instruction called the Secure Monitor Call (SMC), which

is handled by the monitor mode to switch to the secure world. The physi-

cal processor switches execution between the worlds in a time-sliced man-

ner.

TrustZone allows configuration of hardware resources to be accessible

in one of the two worlds [7]. It adds an extra control signal, called a
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Figure 2.2. TEE with ARM TrustZone

Non-Secure (NS) bit, for each read/write channel on the main system bus,

which determines the resources that can be accessed from the correspond-

ing world. The NS bit value in a special register called the Secure Config-

uration Register indicates whether the processor executes in the secure or

normal world at any given moment.

The TrustZone-aware memory management unit (MMU) isolates the

main memory, such as Dynamic RAM (DRAM), between the two worlds

by enabling a separate set of virtual-to-physical address translation ta-

bles for each world [99]. Such an MMU also allows each world to tag its

entries in the translation look-aside buffer (TLB) with their identities i.e.

using the NS bit [7]. The tag prevents flushing the TLB while switching

between the worlds, resulting in faster context switching. TrustZone also

isolates the internal memory (e.g. system-on-a-chip (SoC) RAM), avail-

able on the processor by partitioning it exclusively for the secure and the

normal worlds’ use. Unlike external memory, the internal memory within

the secure world is both secret and private: TrustZone prevents the nor-

mal world from accessing secure world memory. Further, it prevents a
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normal world application from observing the memory access patterns of

the secure world within its internal memory (i.e. the metadata regarding

the memory locations and the order in which they are accessed).

TrustZone does not provide interfaces to communicate with a TA from

REE applications [99]. However, several TEE providers run their secure

OSs in the TrustZone TEE to facilitate interaction with a TA as well as

TA development. The following paragraphs provide descriptions of two

separate TrustZone-based TEE providers used in this dissertation.

On-board Credentials (ObC)

On-board Credentials (ObC) [59] is a TEE architecture developed by the

Nokia Research Center, which was designed for two different hardware

security extensions: M-Shield [89] from Texas Instruments and Trust-

Zone [7] from ARM. ObC was available on Nokia Windows Phone 8 and

Symbian phones. ObC provides runtime isolation for TAs using a small

virtual machine called ObC interpreter. ObC is primarily designed for pro-

cessors with a very small internal memory (i.e. SoC RAM). It allocates all

the memory required for a TA from the available internal memory. Thus,

the memory of TA can be regarded as both secret and private.

ObC supports a device specific key called the ObC platform key (OPK)

protected in the TEE of the device. ObC derives application-specific seal-

ing/unsealing keys from the OPK. TAs use sealing/unsealing keys to en-

crypt secret data before storing it persistently in the REE. This mecha-

nism of encrypting data locally in the TEE and storing it in a persistent

memory outside of the TEE is called sealing. ObC also stores TAs in an

encrypted format in the REE. During execution, the ObC scheduler loads

the encrypted TA into the TEE along with possible input parameters and

sealed data, belonging to the TA, stored from its previous invocation.

ObC also includes a device-specific key pair (private/public) used for TA

provisioning. The private key is always protected in the TEE. A trusted

authority, such as the device manufacturer, certifies the public key during

the manufacturing process. The device-specific key pair allows ObC to

support an open provisioning where it allows developers to deploy their

TAs on the TEE without requiring explicit permission from authorities.

TAs for ObC can be developed either in the BASIC programming lan-

guage or in a custom bytecode assembly language. ObC also provides
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APIs for provisioning new TAs into the TEE, executing a TA and inter-

acting with a TA from REE applications. The ObC APIs also provide a

set of standard cryptographic functions (e.g. encryption / decryption and

signing / verification) that REE applications can use without requiring

application-specific TAs [20].

Kinibi OS

Kinibi [97] is a micro-controller OS developed by Trustonic6. It is designed

to run as the secure OS in ARM TrustZone. Kinibi isolates TAs by running

each TA in a separate security domain. Each security domain consists of

a domain-specific encryption key and an integrity protection key required

for running the TA in the TEE.

In Kinibi, an external server called the Trusted Service Manager (TSM)

assigns each TA a universally unique identifier (UUID). A TA provisioner

must receive a device-specific license from the TSM to be able to provision

a TA on the device. The license includes the domain-specific keys which

are bound to the UUID of the TA. When the TA is provisioned, the license

grants permission to run the TA on the device. Kinibi allocates a sepa-

rate security domain for the TA and associates the domain-specific keys

included in the license.

Kinibi limits the size of a TA to 1 megabyte (MB) which comprises its

code, and its initialized and uninitialized memory in heap and stack.

Kinibi allows configuring a TA to use either the internal memory of the

processor or the main memory available on the device platform for mem-

ory allocation. When the internal memory is used, the TA is protected

against an adversary observing the memory access patterns of the TA.

Kinibi also allows a CA to share up to 1 MB (in some hardware up to 6

MB) of main memory with a TA. The shared memory can be used to ex-

change information between the CA and TA. However, the shared memory

is subject to memory observation attacks by an adversary who controls the

REE. The interaction between a CA and a TA follows a request-response

pattern where the CA can invoke any function supported by the TA.

Kinibi supports GlobalPlatform compliant TEE APIs for TA develop-

ment and communication with REE applications. Additionally, Trustonic

also provides proprietary TEE APIs.

6https://www.trustonic.com/
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2.2.2 Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX)

Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) is an extension to the x86 CPU

architecture that allows individual applications to execute selected code

and data in protected containers called enclaves. Unlike TrustZone, SGX

does not require separate TAs to run in a single platform-wide TEE. In-

stead, SGX allows applications to establish their own enclaves.

Figure 2.3. An enclave within the virtual address space of its host

As depicted in Figure 2.3, an enclave executes in the virtual address

space of its host application, which enables the enclave to access the mem-

ory space of its host application. However, the SGX architecture prevents

access to the memory of the enclave from the main OS, and all other

applications including the host application and other enclaves. In ad-

dition, SGX automatically encrypts all enclave memory that leaves the

CPU, such as while storing it into DRAM. SGX also maintains the mea-

surements of the memory content as a log in a special register to ensure

its integrity. Although the memory of an enclave in DRAM is secure (i.e.

it provides confidentiality and integrity protection), it is not private as in

ARM TrustZone. SGX cannot prevent an adversary from observing which
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memory pages the enclave reads or writes. This can lead to side-channel

attacks [102, 64]. However, the adversary can only observe memory ac-

cesses at page-level granularity.

Intel provides an SDK that includes C/C++ APIs, libraries, documenta-

tion, and tools for application developers to create and debug enclaves.

2.3 Trusted Platform Module (TPM)

The Trusted Computing Group (TCG)7 standardizes Trusted Platform

Module (TPM) specifications [95, 96]. TPM specifications define security

functionality for a module attached to a device platform that allows the

device to prove its trustworthiness to a third party. A TPM can be imple-

mented either as a discrete chip integrated on a device platform (TPM 1.2

or earlier), or as a part of the firmware of the platform, or as a TA [79]

running in the platform TEE (TPM 2.0 onwards).

Unlike TEEs, TPMs do not permit application-specific logic to execute

within a TPM. However, TPMs provide interfaces to allow the OS and

other applications to access TPM functionality. TPMs can be used to build

trustworthy systems. Since a TPM is bound to a particular device plat-

form, it can be used to identify the device. Further, the TPM allows re-

porting its platform configuration to a third party, which allows to attest

the device. TPM specifications are available in two versions namely TPM

main specification (TPM 1.2) and the family of TPM 2.0 library specifica-

tion.

2.3.1 TPM 1.2

A TPM contains several Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs) for stor-

ing aggregated measurements of events related to the security state of the

platform. It also consists of non-volatile storage for protecting data from

external entities. In TPM 1.2 [95], each TPM chip includes a permanent

RSA key pair, called an Endorsement Key (EK), fabricated on the chip

during manufacturing. It also includes a certificate for the EK, signed

by a trusted Certificate Authority. Thus, the EK is used to identify and

validate a TPM.
7Trusted Computing Group: http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/
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A TPM creates a non-migratable key pair called the Storage Root Key

(SRK) whenever a user takes an ownership of the TPM. The SRK is the

root of a key hierarchy in the TPM. Due to privacy concerns, the EK is not

used for attesting platform configurations. Instead, the TPM generates

a second key pair, called an Attestation Identity Key (AIK) for attestation

purposes. A privacy certificate authority (PCA) authenticates the public

key of AIK with respect to EK and issues an anonymized certificate for

an AIK. The TPM digitally signs its PCR values with the AIK and sends

the signature to the requester for attestation. TPM 1.2 also supports Di-

rect Anonymous Attestation (DAA) [12] to produce anonymous signatures.

However, DAA is marked as optional function in TPM 1.2.

TPMs also allows binding encrypted data locally to a TPM using the

SRK which can only be decrypted by the TPM. Further, sealing ties the

encrypted data to a specific platform measurements (PCR state).

2.3.2 TPM 2.0

Unlike TPM 1.2, the TPM 2.0 [96] generates the EK using a TPM-specific

Endorsement Primary Seed (EPS). Instead of using AIK, TPM 2.0 uses

DAA to provide anonymity. Further, the specification does not tie the

TPM to a particular cryptographic algorithm, e.g. it supports elliptic

curve cryptography (ECC) in addition to RSA. Additionally, it features

algorithm agility, which allows manufacturers to implement any crypto-

graphic algorithm from the list approved by the TCG. TPM 2.0 also al-

lows replacing the ESP with a new random value, in which case it inval-

idate all certificates associated with the EK generated from the previous

EPS value. Similarly, TPM 2.0 generates the SRK from a Storage Pri-

mary Seed (SPS). Additionally, TPM 2.0 includes a Platform Primary Seed

(PPS), which is used to generate a key hierarchy exclusively designed for

platform firmware use. TPM 2.0 further introduces Enhanced Authoriza-

tion (EA) policies that provide access control on objects protected by the

TPM through user-defined policies.

2.3.3 TPM on mobile device platforms

TPMs have been available on PC platforms for some time. Recently, they

have also become available on other device platforms, such as mobile
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phones. Microsoft requires all new device platforms designed for its Win-

dows 10 OS to include TPM 2.0 module.8 Microsoft Research exposes

TPM 2.0 functionality to application developers through the TPM Soft-

ware Stack.9 Also, TPM 2.0 module can be implemented as a TA running

in the platform TEE of mobile devices [79].

2.4 Remote Attestation

Remote attestation is a mechanism for a device to prove its hardware

and software configuration to a remote verifier. The device uses trusted

hardware, such as a TPM, to sign the attestation information. The TPM

signature allows remote verifiers to trust the attestation information be-

cause the TPM key used to produce the signature is certified by a trusted

certificate authority [95].

TPM-based attestation is designed to provide attestation of the entire

software configuration of the device, e.g. to all software loaded since the

device was booted. However, attestation of an individual application with

a TPM is not straightforward. Furthermore, the remote verifier requires

information about all possible software configurations for each device.

However, current common practice is for software and applications to be

continuously added, removed or updated. Thus, it is impractical for a ver-

ifier to maintain a list of all possible software configurations. Also, pro-

viding the entire software configuration to a remote verifier can become a

privacy concern since the remote verifier can infer personal traits of the

device user based on the software installed on the device [58].

Some TEEs, such as Intel SGX, allow individual applications to perform

remote attestation. In contrast, TrustZone does not facilitate remote at-

testation by default. Some TrustZone-based TEE providers have imple-

mented mechanisms for remote attestation. The following subsections

describe remote attestation in TrustZone-based TEEs ObC and Kinibi,

and Intel SGX.
8https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/windows/hardware/dn915086(v=
vs.85).aspx
9https://github.com/Microsoft/TSS.MSR
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2.4.1 Remote attestation in ObC

Remote attestation in ObC is based on a certificate chain, the root of which

is the certificate issued by the certificate authority of the original equip-

ment manufacturer (OEM). Each device contains a device-specific signa-

ture key pair. The device manufacturer issues a device certificate for the

public part of the signature key during the manufacturing process. The

manufacturer’s signature key, used to produce device certificates, is in

turn certified by the certificate authority of the OEM. The device certifi-

cate includes information such as the identity of the device and its TEE.

The private part of the signature key is stored securely in the TEE and

maintained by a subCA unit of ObC. The subCA is responsible for generat-

ing a certificate for a TA-specific key pairs created using ObC APIs. A TA

can request ObC to generate a key pair, to certify the public key and use

the keys. However, the TA does not have access to the private key object

itself. ObC also prevents TAs from directly interacting with the subCA

to prevent certification of keys that are either generated outside ObC or

generated using a mechanism other than ObC APIs.

During key pair certification, the subCA includes private key metadata

(e.g. access control attributes, key usage attributes) into a subject key

attestation evidence (SKAE) structure [94]. The SKAE also includes the

identifier of the TA that requested the key pair, and the hash of the public

part of the key pair. The subCA adds the digest of the SKAE to the key

pair certificate as an extended certificate attribute.

The remote verifier validates the certificate chain starting with the root

certificate issued by the OEM to the key pair certificate of the TA. The

validation of SKAE attributes affirms the correctness of the TA, assures

that the key pair was generated in the TEE with ObC APIs, and assures

that the TA has usage access to the keys.

2.4.2 Remote attestation in Kinibi

Kinibi uses an attestation server [19], maintained by the TEE provider,

during remote attestation. The attestation server shares a unique sym-

metric key, called the device root key, with each device. Kinibi provides an

attestation service interface for TAs to request data attestation.

To attest a key pair generated in the TEE, a TA provides the digest of
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the public key to the attestation service interface. Kinibi uses the device

root key to sign the public key digest along with the UUID of the TA,

the identity of the TEE itself and the device identity. The signed data

is encrypted using the public key of the attestation server and sent to the

attestation server, which validates the signature and provides attestation.

The attestation asserts the existence of the TEE in the device, assures

that the TA with mentioned UUID is running in the TEE and that the TA

has access to the key pair. The Kinibi attestation does not limit TAs to

attest only key pairs but also allows the attestation of any data. (Remote

attestation in Kinibi is briefly explained in Section VI.B of Publication V.)

2.4.3 Remote Attestation in SGX

SGX allows an enclave to attest its identity to another enclave running

on the same platform through local attestation. SGX allows the enclave to

include messages in the attestation request. SGX produces an attestation

REPORT [3], which includes a Message Authentication Code (MAC) that

binds the enclave’s messages with the enclave’s identity and its measure-

ments (i.e. code and data of the enclave). SGX computes the MAC using a

symmetric key, which it shares only with the target enclave that requires

verification of the attestation REPORT [14].

Additionally, SGX also enables remote attestation of an enclave. SGX

involves a dedicated enclave called the Quoting Enclave for remote attes-

tation. During remote attestation, an enclave sends attestation REPORT

to the Quoting Enclave. The Quoting Enclave first attests the REPORT

using the local attestation. Then, it replaces the MAC with an attesta-

tion signature generated with a device-specific attestation key. To provide

anonymity during remote attestation, SGX uses a group signature scheme

called Enhanced Privacy ID (EPID) [13], which is an extension of the DAA

scheme. A device platform receives an EPID Member Private Key as the

attestation key from the Intel’s key provisioning service using a dedicated

Provisioning Enclave. SGX only allows the Quoting Enclave to access the

EPID Member Private Key for generating attestation signatures [14].
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2.5 Electronic Identity

Governments around the world have been issuing digital credentials or

Electronic Identity (eID) to their citizens for over a decade. Typically,

a government-issued eID is in the form of a smart card that holds the

credentials of a citizen inside a secure chip and other details about the

citizen, such as a picture, name, date of birth, etc., printed on the surface

of the card. Thus it can be used for both digital and physical identification

of its holder.

The European Union Electronic Signature Directive (1999/93/EC) [17]

uses the term electronic signature products (ESPs) to describe the trusted

endpoint that carries out an eID transaction. An ESP is a logically iso-

lated security token that produces digital signatures to prove the identity

of its user. The user controls the ESP, and it often resides with him or in

his device. The function of the ESP has been integrated on smart cards as

well as on SIM (subscriber identity module) cards.

Most of the eIDs contain two types of signatures using separate keys: a

qualified signature key for document signing and an authentication key

for proving the identity of the holder. The authentication key can also

be used to decrypt data that has been encrypted with the corresponding

public key.

2.6 Near Field Communication

Near Field Communication (NFC) is a short-range radio-frequency com-

munication technology operating at a frequency of 13.56 MHz. It supports

data rates of 106 kilobits/s, 212 kilobits/s, or 424 kilobits/s. NFC com-

prises a set of wireless communication standards that define protocols

and mechanisms to establish radio communication between two devices

within proximity, typically up to a distance of 10 centimeters.

The family of ISO/IEC [45], ISO/IEC 15693 [46] and Japanese JIS 6319-

4 [53] (FeliCa10) define the physical characteristics, radio-frequency signal

interface, initialization schemes and transmission protocol for proximity

integrated circuit cards (PICC) such as contactless cards. PICCs are also

called passive devices, which do not include a power supply of their own.

10http://www.sony.net/Products/felica/
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ISO/IEC 18092 [49] defines the physical characteristics of proximity cou-

pling devices (PCDs) such as NFC readers. PCDs are also called active de-

vices that constitute power sources, such as batteries, to generate a radio

field for communication. ISO/IEC 21481 [48] specifies the mechanism for

an active device to detect and select a passive device within its proximity

for communication.

NFC Forum11 is a consortium of different organizations that standard-

izes NFC technology and encourages interoperability between NFC de-

vices. It has published various NFC specifications12 including NFC data

exchange formats (NDEF) and NFC tag formats for NFC applications.

During communication, an active device activates a passive device and

initiates communication with it. A passive device, within the proximity

range of the active device, harvests power from the electromagnetic field

generated by the active device. Passive devices always operate and re-

spond to the requests sent from an active device. On the other hand, an

active device can operate in one of the following three different modes:

1. Reader/Writer mode: In this mode, an active device interacts with

a passive device to read or modify data stored on the passive device.

The family of ISO/IEC 14443 standards defines the protocols for es-

tablishing NFC channels and exchanging data between the active

and passive devices. For example, a contactless reader (operating in

the reader/writer mode) at a transport endpoint can read the ticket

information stored in a travel card.

2. NFC peer-to-peer mode: In this mode, two active NFC-enabled

devices establish a bi-directional communication channel between

them for data exchange. The logical link control protocol (LLCP)13

defines the data link layer protocol necessary for NFC peer-to-peer

communication. For example, two NFC-enabled mobile phones in

proximity exchange contact information over an NFC interface using

the peer-to-peer mode.

3. Card emulation mode: In this mode, an active NFC device em-
11http://nfc-forum.org
12http://nfc-forum.org/our-work/specifications-and-application-
documents/specifications/nfc-forum-technical-specifications/
13http://nfc-forum.org/our-work/specifications-and-application-
documents/specifications/nfc-forum-technical-specifications/
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ulates those of a passive device to communicate with other active

NFC devices. The emulating device exhibits interfaces and commu-

nication parameters identical to those of a passive device making

it virtually indistinguishable when it is read from or written by an

external active device. For example, a ticketing application on the

NFC-enabled mobile phone emulates a travel card to interact with

contactless readers at transport endpoints.

2.7 Public transport ticketing

All over the world, for years transport ticketing has been implemented

using contactless cards also known as travel cards. Travel cards primarily

use proximity card technology such as ISO/IEC 14443 and FeliCa systems.

A travel card consists of a ticketing application that stores ticket infor-

mation such as the remaining balance, validity period and card holder’s

details. Checkpoint terminals (usually contactless card readers) at the

transport system end-points (e.g. at the metro stations) verify ticket in-

formation on cards and deduct ticket fares before allowing card holders

(travelers) to travel.

Ticketing applications are secured using protocols such as Mifare14that

allow proximity cards such as ISO/IEC 14443 to be used as secure tokens

or travel cards. Mifare-powered ticketing systems have proven to be very

usable in practice, despite some vulnerabilities [29, 28, 15].

14http://mifare.net
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3. Securely provisioning and using
credentials on devices

This chapter describes how to securely provision and store credentials

on a user’s device. In particular, it focuses on provisioning and using

smartcard-based credentials on users’ devices such as smartphones.

Credentials stored on smart cards: Smart cards are widely used to

store credentials securely. Typically, credential issuers provision creden-

tials to smart cards before distributing the cards to their users. For exam-

ple, some governments issue electronic identity (eID) credentials to their

citizens in the form of smart cards. eID credentials can be used as elec-

tronic signature products (ESPs) to prove the identities of card holders

(Section 2.5). In such credential distribution models, the binding between

a smartcard-based credential and the identity of a user occurs within

the premises of the credential issuer. Users can use credentials stored

on smart cards via a card reader connected to their personal computers

(PCs). For example, a user can authenticate herself to access an e-health

service from a web browser on a PC using her government-issued eID card

connected to the PC through a card reader.

One of the major disadvantages of smart cards is the lack of a trusted

path [104] for the user; the lack of user interface (UI) on the card surface

constrains users to type in their PINs on the UI displayed on host PCs

when using the credentials. Thus an adversary on the PC can spoof the

PIN-entry UI, or listen to the communication channel between the reader

and the PC to steal the PINs, and make unauthorized credential accesses

whenever the card is connected. Furthermore, smart cards are inflexible

in the sense that the cards often only serve a single purpose and are un-

usable once the service expires. Therefore, a user subscribing to multiple

services from different service providers ends up with many cards that
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need to be carried everywhere. The user may also need to carry a card

reader to be able to use services from conventional host devices that are

not equipped with built-in card readers.

Credentials stored on users’ devices: On the other hand, users’ de-

vices such as smartphones provide a direct interface for the users. As a

separate unit, the UIs on the users’ devices can act as a trusted interface

to protect against unauthorized use of the credentials hosted on these de-

vices. For example, the device can display a PIN-entry UI before using

the credentials. Additionally, the device platforms have sufficient storage

capacity and computing power to host many credentials on a single de-

vice. They are also more convenient than physical smart cards. They are

always within the vicinity of users, and various standards are available to

establish communication channels (e.g. Bluetooth, USB, etc.) between a

user’s device and a PC. Therefore users do not need to carry an additional

card reader. Credentials can also be provisioned remotely, reducing the

cost of deployment.

3.1 Hosting credentials on users’ devices

Hosting smartcard-based credentials on user’s devices is not a novel con-

cept. Already almost two decade ago, Balfanz et al. [8] proposed a software

smart card architecture where the smart card functionality was imple-

mented on a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) rather than as a separate

hardware module. Although the user’s device protects against unautho-

rized use of credentials from a host PC, the software smart card architec-

ture alone is insufficient to prevent unauthorized use of credentials from

applications running on the same user’s device.

Over the last decade, the state of technology has advanced significantly

such that modern smartphones have replaced the dedicated, slow, un-

connected PDAs of the late 90’s. Smartphones are in essence very close

to personal computers when it comes to openness and feature richness.

However, the security of the smartphone OS have been routinely defeated

using techniques such as jailbreaking on iOS and rooting on Android

OS [99]. Also, mobile malware is on rise [27] Similarly, mobile malware

is rising — an anti-malware vendor, G Data, in 2015 reported approx-
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imately 2.3 million new Android malware samples, which was a 50 %

increase in mobile malware from the year before [27]. Although mobile

malware samples are increasing, Truong et al. [93] indicated that the ac-

tual malware infection rates are very low. This may be due to the platform

security deployed on smartphones, which are designed to be more secure

than PCs [60, 99]. Nevertheless, credentials hosted on a user’s device

must be protected against malicious applications including the malicious

OS.

Unlike smart cards, credential issuers do not control users’ devices. Fur-

ther, it cannot be expected that credentials are provisioned to a user’s

device during device manufacture. Therefore, credential issuers require

trust guarantees that the user’s device fulfills the security requirements

for hosting credentials. They also need assurance that the device to which

they issue credentials belongs to the legitimate user. However, the soft-

ware smart card architecture does not provide remote attestation to as-

sure the level of security available on the user’s device. Furthermore, it

does not describe how to associate devices with their users, i.e. user-to-

device binding.

At present, trusted execution environments (TEEs) are available on

modern device platforms, such as smartphones [21]. As a TEE provides

a secure, isolated execution environment for processing security-sensitive

application logic, it can act as a trust anchor to fulfill the security re-

quirements for hosting credentials on users’ devices [21, 99]. Therefore,

a hardware-supported virtual smart card (VSC) architecture can be de-

signed in such a way that the smart card functionality is implemented as

a trusted application (TA) running inside the TEE.

3.2 Research Questions

Based on Publication I and Publication V, this chapter investigates the

following research questions for designing a VSC architecture that allows

remote provisioning of credentials and hosting different types credentials

on a single user’s device.

RQ 1. Can modern devices, such as smartphones, be a better platform for

hosting credentials compared to dedicated hardware tokens or smart
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cards, in terms of hosting multiple credentials on a single user’s de-

vice, and providing a user interface for authorizing credential use?

RQ 2. During remote credential provisioning, how to attest the level of se-

curity on the users’ devices to the remote credential issuers?

RQ 3. How to associate users’ identities with the devices to which the cre-

dentials are issued?

3.3 Methodology

The methodology used to answer the above research questions involved is

as follows:

a) designing a hardware-supported VSC architecture and a remote cre-

dential provisioning architecture

b) implementing the architectures on users’ devices with TEEs

c) developing a reference implementation of a real smartcard-based

credential (Finnish electronic identity)

d) evaluating these systems in terms of security and usability.

Before describing the system architecture, it is important to understand

the adversary model and define the requirements to protect the system

from the adversaries.

3.3.1 Adversary model

There are two types of adversaries: (1) a local adversary who has physical

access to and full control of the REE on the user’s device and (2) a remote

adversary who does not have physical access to the device but can execute

arbitrary code on the REE of the device, e.g. through malware. The local

adversary may also attempt sophisticated side-channel attacks such as

cache attacks [63] and rowhammer [98] against the device’s TEE. How-

ever the cost of performing such attacks is comparatively more expensive

than the value of the data it can extract. Therefore, it is assumed that nei-

ther of these types of adversaries can undermine the security guarantees

of the TEE. These adversaries have the following objectives:

• Credential manipulation: The device owner is a local adversary

who intends to manipulate the credential information, e.g. rollback
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expired credentials, to gain additional benefits.

• Unauthorized credential use: The local adversary also intends to

make unauthorized service accesses with the credentials on the de-

vice. Similarly, the remote adversary could also make unauthorized

service access requests using the device credentials via malware.

• Cloning credentials: The local adversary may also intend to clone

credentials from the user’s device onto another device. Similarly,

malware on the device could copy and deliver credential information

to the remote adversary.

• User Impersonation: The remote adversary may impersonate a le-

gitimate user to provision credentials onto the adversary-controlled

device.

It is assumed that the device always establishes secure communication

channels with credential issuers and service providers using correctly im-

plemented cryptographic protocols, e.g. using standard TLS connections.

The communication channel between a device and a host PC is assumed

to be secured using an end-to-end physical connection such as a USB ca-

ble. Also, it is assumed that a local adversary other than the user herself

cannot observe or interfere with the user while she is operating her device

during credential provisioning.

3.3.2 Requirements

The following requirements apply to the design of the above mentioned

architectures:

R3.1. Integrity: The VSC architecture should protect against unautho-

rized modification of credential information and should guarantee

the correctness of credential operations.

R3.2. Confidentiality: The VSC architecture should only allow the cor-

rect TA to access credential secrets (e.g. private keys, PIN informa-

tion). The main OS running on the device, and all other applications

including other TAs should not be able to learn credential secrets.

R3.3. Access control: The VSC architecture should enforce access control

to prevent unauthorized use of the credentials. For example, verify-

ing the PIN entered by users before performing any operations on

credentials.
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R3.4. Device attestation: The remote credential provisioning architec-

ture should include a mechanism to attest the device’s security level

to credential issuers.

R3.5. User-to-device Binding: The remote credential provisioning ar-

chitecture should assure a credential issuer that the user’s device to

which it issues credentials belongs to the correct user.

R3.6. Flexibility: The VSC architecture should allow hosting different

types of credentials, including credentials with proprietary protocols

(e.g. Public transport ticketing, access control to a building, etc.) on

a single device.

R3.7. Compatibility: The applications on the PC platforms should be

able to access VSC credentials without any modification of the ex-

isting smartcard middleware. Similarly, other applications, such as

web browsers, email clients, etc., on the user’s device should be able

to access credentials using standard interfaces.

These requirements do not include availability, as TEEs do not guar-

antee availability. The adversary on the device prevents users from ac-

cessing VSC services. It can even modify or delete information stored on

the REE of the devices. Preventing such denial of service attacks are not

considered in this thesis.

3.4 Hardware-supported VSC with remote provisioning

This section gives an overview of the proposed hardware-supported VSC

architecture, explains the procedure for remote provisioning of creden-

tials, and describes the implmentation of these systems. Full details are

presented in Publication I and Publication V.

3.4.1 Hardware-supported VSC Architecture

Section 4 of Publication I presents a hardware-supported VSC architec-

ture that uses a TEE on a user’s device to host different types of cre-

dentials. The overall architecture is depicted in Figure 3.1. The VSC

architecture includes a trusted application called VSC-TA, running in the

TEE. The VSC-TA includes security-critical functionality of a smart card,

e.g. cryptographic operations and PIN verification. The architecture also
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Figure 3.1. A hardware-supported virtual smart card architecture

includes an REE application called VSC-CA.

A VSC-CA consists of a smart card engine (SCE) module which is re-

sponsible for maintaining multiple VSC instances (a real world equiv-

alent of a traditional smart card). The VSC-CA provides a user inter-

face for initializing, provisioning, PIN entry, and selecting VSC instances.

Since the secure storage capacity within a real TEE is limited, a VSC-

TA can store credentials outside the TEE in encrypted form using the

TEE-specific sealing mechanism. Sealing allows the VSC architecture to

prevent adversaries from cloning VSC credentials as the sealing key is

only accessible to the VSC-TA on the particular device.

During credential use, the VSC-CA transfers encrypted credential se-

crets of the selected smart card to the VSC-TA. To prevent against unau-

thorized credential use, the VSC-TA requires users to endorse the oper-

ations that use the credentials via a PIN. If PIN verification fails, the

VSC-TA decrements the maximum PIN-retry counter value and allows

users to retype the PIN until the retry counter reaches zero. After which

it blocks all operations on the credential. PIN retry policies, as well as

the PIN recovery mechanisms, are defined by the credential issuer during

credential provisioning.

The architecture also consists of an Interface device (IFD) module that

emulates a USB smart card reader interface. It allows external devices,
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Figure 3.2. An architecture for remote provisioning of credentials.

such as PCs, to communicate with the selected VSC instance using stan-

dard protocols such as ISO/IEC 7816-4 [50] over USB channels. The IFD

module can be extended to support other communication interfaces that

allow PCs to communicate with the selected VSC instance, e.g. using an

NFC interfaces.

3.4.2 Remote provisioning of credentials

Before provisioning credentials, users should download and install a VSC

application onto their devices, e.g. from an application store. The VSC

application consists of both the VSC-CA and the VSC-TA. The VSC-TA is

loaded into the TEE whenever the VSC-CA application executes.

The remote credential provisioning architecture uses remote attestation

mechanisms offered by the TEE providers. When the application runs for

the first time, the VSC-TA creates an asymmetric key pair and requests

the TEE to attest the public key. The TEE ensures that the private key

is only accessible to the VSC-TA. The attestation assures the credential

issuers that the key was generated in the TEE using a TEE-defined mech-
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anism and that the key is only accessible to the TA that has requested the

credential provisioning.

The provisioning architecture uses an existing strong digital identity of

the user, such as a government-issued eID card or a mobile certificate,

to associate the device with the user’s identity. Figure 3.2 depicts an

architectural overview of the remote credential provisioning. The user

first authenticates herself to a registration server using her strong digital

identity (Step 1 and 2). For example, this might include using a browser

in a PC that can access her government-issued eID card. After authen-

ticating the user, the registration server returns an ephemeral, one-time

registration code to the user (Step 3), e.g. the server displays a registra-

tion code as a QR-code on the user’s web browser. The registration server

also submits a copy of the registration code along with the user’s identity

to the registration authority (RA) (Step 4).

In the next step, the user makes the registration code accessible to the

VSC-CA application, such as by scanning the QR-code with the device

camera. The VSC-CA then establishes a secure connection with the RA

and begins the credential provisioning procedure (Step 5). The VSC-CA

submits the attestation information (generated by the VSC-TA) for the

public key to the RA. As explained in Section 2.4, the attestation mecha-

nism depends on the device TEE and may involve the certificate author-

ity of the TEE manufacturer, i.e. OEM-CA. The VSC-CA also submits a

certificate signing request (CSR) for the public key along with the regis-

tration code to the RA. The RA first verifies the attestation information

(e.g. using the public key of the OEM-CA certified by a trusted authority).

Then, the RA performs a challenge-response protocol with the VSC-TA

via the VSC-CA to ascertain the possession of the private key.

The provisioning architecture relies on users to transfer the registration

code embedded in the QR-code to RA via the VSC-CA. If the adversary in-

fluences the VSC-CA to provide an incorrect registration code to the RA

the provisioning process fails. Nevertheless, the malware on the device

can forward the registration code to a remote adversary. If the remote

adversary manages to complete registration before the user, the user no-

tices provisioning process failure and can take correct measures (e.g. au-

thenticate herself to the RA with her strong digital identity in order to

deactivate the recently provisioned credential.
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Also, to mitigate the threat of a requester impersonation, the RA ig-

nores the user’s identity normally embedded in the CSR template and

replaces it with the user’s strong identity, known to it during initial user

authenticating, before forwarding the CSR to the certificate authority of

the credential issuer. The certificate authority issues a certificate for the

key, which can then be used as an ESP credential.

Section VII of Publication V provides further details of the remote cre-

dential provisioning architecture. Section 4.2 of Publication I further de-

scribes a smart card template provisioning protocol that allows the VSC-

CA to download pre-initialized VSC. It also allows the VSC-CA to down-

load plugins to support smart card templates with proprietary protocols,

e.g. public transport ticketing protocols.

3.4.3 Implementation

The VSC architecture was implemented on two different device platforms:

a Nokia X6 running Symbian OS1 and a Nokia N900 running Linux OS

(Maemo 52). On-board Credentials (ObC) [59] provided the TEE function-

ality on both devices. The IFD module was implemented as a USB gadget

driver3 that ran at the OS kernel level. Section 5 of Publication I presents

the implementation details of the VSC architecture. It also presents a ref-

erence implementation of a VSC instance based on the Finnish electronic

identity (FINeID) card specifications [100].

The remote provisioning of credentials was also implemented on two

different devices platforms with separate TEE providers: a Nokia Lu-

mia 1520 running Microsoft Windows Phone 8 with ObC as the TEE, and

a Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 running Android 4.2 with Kinibi as the TEE.

Section VIII of Publication V presents the implementation details of the

remote provisioning of credentials. It also provides a reference implemen-

tation for provisioning a credential based on FINeID.

Table 1 in Publication I and Table I in Publication V provide comparison

of the performance measurements for the cryptographic operations used

in VSC application implemented in TEEs (VSC-TA) and physical smart

cards. The results show that operations on VSC credentials take less time

1Symbian Operation System http://www.symbianos.org/
2Maemo http://maemo.org/
3Linux-USB Gadget API Framework http://www.linux-usb.org/gadget/
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in a device’s TEE than similar operations on physical smart cards. Section

6 of Publication I provides security analysis of the VSC architecture.

3.5 Discussion

Integrity and Confidentiality of credential secrets: The VSC archi-

tecture utilizes a TEE to protect the integrity and confidentiality of the

credential secrets stored on the user’s device. The VSC-TA only stores en-

crypted credential secrets on the REE using a secret key that is accessible

to it within the TEE (requirements R3.1 and R3.2).

Correctness of credential operations: The TEE verifies the hash of

the TA code against the digital signature (signed by the TA provider) be-

fore executing the TA. Unlike Kinibi, ObC allows a modified TA to exe-

cute. However, it treats the modified TA as a separate TA and prevents it

from accessing the resources of the unmodified TA. Further, by definition,

the TEE prohibits any REE application or the OS from subverting the be-

havior of a TA. Therefore, the TEE guarantees that the VSC-TA always

operates on credentials correctly (requirement R3.1).

Access control on credential use: To prevent unauthorized credential

use, the VSC-TA requires endorsement from users via a PIN before per-

forming any operations using the credential (requirement R3.3). Unlike

with smart cards, users are not forced to type in their PINs on a host PC

but enter PINs directly on the PIN-entry UI displayed on their devices.

Since the TEEs used for implementing the VSC-TA do not have a trusted

UI, the VSC architecture displays the PIN-entry UI from the REE appli-

cation, i.e. VSC-CA. Therefore, malware on the user’s device can spoof

the PIN-entry UI to capture the PIN. TEEs with trusted UI capabilities

that prevent malware spoofing the PIN-entry UI are becoming available

on new devices [18]. Trusted UI is further discussed in Section 6.3

Remote attestation: The remote attestation feature of TEEs provide as-

surance to the credential issuer regarding the security level of the device

that requested the credential provisioning (requirement R3.4).

User-to-device Binding: The remote credential provisioning architec-

ture (Section 3.4.2) utilizes the user’s existing strong digital identity to

bind the identity of the user with her device that has requested the cre-
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dential provisioning (requirement R3.5). This mechanism can be eas-

ily integrated into the provisioning infrastructure of physical smartcard-

based credential issuers to allow remote credential provisioning on the

devices of their existing users.

Flexibility: The VSC architecture is designed in such a way that it al-

lows the hosting of different types of credentials on a single device. The

VSC-CA provides UIs to manage credentials and allows the selection of a

specific credential to use (requirement R3.6).

Compatibility: The IFD module emulates USB interfaces of a physical

USB smart card reader. Thus, a PC connected to the device over a USB

channel can use credentials on the device in a similar manner as it uses a

physical smartcard-based credential through a USB card reader without

requiring any additional software or modification of the existing smart-

card middleware (requirement R3.7). Publication I and Publication VI

do not address mechanisms for using the VSC credentials from other REE

applications on a device. However, other REE applications can directly

communicate with the VSC-TA to use the credentials, provided that they

are aware of the interfaces to communicate with the VSC-TA.

Alternatively, the VSC-CA can be designed as a service that provides

standard cryptographic APIs through which other applications can use

the credentials. For example, in Android, the VSC-CA can implement the

Java Cryptography Extension (JCA)4 to deliver a Keystore provider with

similar interfaces as the Android Keystore APIs5. Other applications can

use the Keystore provider to interact with the VSC credentials instead of

the using credentials from the Android Keystore. Both methods require

other applications to be aware of the available interfaces to use the cre-

dentials. However, it is usually impractical to modify existing applications

to use VSC credentials.

On the other hand, web applications can be designed in such a way that

they are aware of a service on the device that allows them to use VSC

credentials. For example, the Finnish Population Register Center6 has

developed a Signature Creation Service (SCS) specification [61] that al-

4JCA Reference Guide: https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/
guides/security/crypto/CryptoSpec.html
5Android Keystore System: https://developer.android.com/training/

articles/keystore.html
6Finnish Population Register Center: http://vrk.fi/en/frontpage
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lows HTML5 applications on a standard web browser to communicate

with the SCS signer application7 using the interfaces as defined in the

Cross-Origin Resource Sharing specification8. The SCS signer applica-

tion runs as a service to generate digital signatures using smart cards

issued by the Population Register Centre connected to the device via a

USB card reader. Similarly, the VSC-CA has been designed according to

the SCS specification to allow web applications to use credentials without

modification or the additional extension of a standard web browser [71].

Limitation: The devices used to implement the VSC architecture lack

secure storage to protect against replay attacks. The TEE is unable to

distinguish the most recent version of the encrypted TA data stored on

the user space from earlier versions. Therefore, an adversary can sim-

ply replace the TA data with an earlier version to mount a replay attack.

For example, the VSC application may only allow up to three PIN retries

after which it locks down to protect against unauthorized accesses. How-

ever the adversary can simply replace the TA data with an earlier version

to continue PIN retries. Recent TEEs, such as OP-TEE9, make use of

the replay protected memory block (RPMB)10 partition of an embedded

multimedia card (eMMC) to provide secure storage. The replay protected

secure storage allows the VSC architecture to prevent against credential

manupulation.

3.6 Conclusions

Modern devices, such as smartphones, are definitely better platforms for

hosting credentials compared to smart cards (RQ 1) for the following rea-

sons: (a) The TEE provides the necessary security guarantees for hosting

credentials comparable to the smart cards. (b) The SCE module of the

VSC-CA is designed to handle multiple VSC credentials and provides UI

for selecting a credential for use. (c) Unlike smart cards, the users enter

7SCS app: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=

fi.fineid.security.scs
8Cross-Origin Resource Sharing https://www.w3.org/TR/cors/
9Open Portable Trusted Execution Environment (OP-TEE) https://www.op-
tee.org/
10https://github.com/OP-TEE/optee_os/blob/master/documentation/
secure_storage_rpmb.md
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their PINs directly on their own device UI to protect against unauthorized

credential use from host PCs. Indeed, with the availability of trusted

UI features in modern TEEs, the credentials can be further protected

from unauthorized use by other applications on the user’s device. (d)

Hardware-supported VSCs enable faster credential operations compared

to physical smart cards. The remote attestation mechanisms offered by

TEEs assure the credential provider of the level of security available on

devices (RQ 2) and the mechanism of using existing physical credentials

fulfills the user-to-device binding requirement (RQ 3).

The feature-rich environment of users’ devices (specifically the user in-

terface and communication capability) extends the usage of credentials

beyond a physical smartcard infrastructure to meet the demands of to-

day’s distributed systems, i.e. credentials can be provisioned, updated,

and maintained remotely upon request. Thus, credentials can be deployed

and used more efficiently than the physical smart cards at relatively low

cost.
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4. Securely using credentials over
low-bandwidth channels

Chapter 3 presented a hardware-supported virtual smart card architec-

ture for securely hosting different types of credentials on a user’s device

and using them from a host PC over a USB channel. This chapter de-

scribes how to use such credentials stored on users’ devices directly over

low bandwidth channels such as NFC.

In recent years, mobile phones equipped with NFC technology have be-

come widely available, which has stimulated the relocation of applications

traditionally hosted on contactless cards to users’ devices, including, for

example, small value payments, public transport ticketing and access con-

trols for buildings.

A decade ago, public transport ticketing on NFC-enabled phones was

already deployed in Japan [30]. Public transport systems around the

world use contactless cards, also called travel cards, as transport tick-

ets. A travel card consists of a ticket application that stores the ticket

information such as the ticket balance, validity period, and card holder’s

details.

Ticket applications are usually proprietary and are incompatible among

different transport systems. Attempts such as ITSO specification [51]

have been designed to make transport ticketing more inter-operable be-

tween different transport systems. However, the majority of the public

transport systems have not yet adopted the ITSO specification. The Open

Ticketing Institute (OTI)1 attempts to overcome the ticket interoperabil-

ity barrier through an account-based ticketing approach.

1Open Ticketing Institute http://www.openticketing.eu/
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Figure 4.1. An account-based ticketing architecture with a credit card as a traveler’s
identity

4.1 Account-based ticketing

In account-based ticketing, each traveler is represented by a travel ac-

count maintained by an identity provider. An identity provider distributes

ticketing credentials to its users who can use the credentials for access-

ing public transport systems. While traveling, the checkpoint terminals

at transport endpoints (entries and exits) verify travelers’ identities us-

ing these credentials before allowing them to enter or exit the transport

system. During the identity verification process, the checkpoint terminals

bind the identity of travelers with contextual information, (e.g. date, time,

location information) to produce ticketing evidence.

From the perspective of the public transport authority, it has been iden-

tified that the cost of ticket-fare collection (i.e. operating the ticketing

system and collecting money from travelers) is significant [76]. Thus, the

provisioning and maintenance of ticketing credentials, as well as the fare

collection, can be outsourced to third parties such as credit-card compa-

nies, telecom operators, or any other stakeholder that is prepared to take
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on such a responsibility [88]. The identity providers are responsible for

the security of their identity verification mechanisms and carry the li-

ability for journeys made by their customers (the travelers). However,

the transport authority is responsible for gathering ticketing evidence for

ticket-fare calculations as the travelers’ journeys are intimately tied to the

transport service itself.

Figure 4.1 depicts an example of an account-based ticketing architec-

ture that allows travelers to use their credit cards for traveling. While

traveling, a checkpoint terminal verifies the traveler’s identity associated

with her credit card (Step 1). The transport authority backend collects

ticketing evidence (Step 2), calculates the ticket fare associated with the

journey and sends the ticket fare information to the credit-card company

(Step 3). Later, the credit-card company collects the fare from travelers

(Step 4) based on their journeys (e.g. at the end of the month) and settles

the clearance of payments with the transport authority (Step 5).

Gated and non-gated transport systems: We can categorize public

transport systems into two types: gated and non-gated. In gated transport

systems, the transport end-points (entries and exits) are controlled via

physical gates, such as London Underground2. These gates are equipped

with online checkpoint terminals that can verify the identity of a user and

potentially consult the transport authority backend server in real-time to

perform all the necessary validation on entry and exit.

In non-gated systems, there are no control gates at the transport end-

points, e.g. the S-Bahn3 railway systems in Berlin. Instead, there are

usually offline, resource-constrained devices (e.g. battery operated NFC

readers or contactless smart cards) that serve as checkpoint terminals.

Travelers are required to tap-in/tap-out with their NFC-enabled devices

at these checkpoint terminals to produce ticketing evidence. Unlike gated

transport systems, travelers store the ticketing evidence, on their devices

as they may be required to provide it during random ticket inspections.

A ticket verification session in gated transport systems is time bound.

The time taken to verify a traveler’s identity at checkpoint terminals

should not exceed 300 milliseconds (ms) [2] to minimize congestion at

gates. The maximum data rate that NFC hardware supports is 424 Kilo-

2https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/tube/
3http://www.s-bahn-berlin.de/en
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bits per second. However, the actual data rate between NFC applications

on mobile phones is usually much lower, e.g. 8 Kilobits per second or ap-

proximately 1000 bytes per second Publication II. At this rate, it takes

nearly a second to transfer an X.509 certificate containing a standards-

compliant RSA digital signature with a key size of 1024 bits. Therefore, it

is evident that the standards-compliant RSA digital signature scheme is

impractical to use as an identity-verification mechanism due to its mes-

sage exchange size.

In contrast, the non-gated transport systems can tolerate longer ticket

verification sessions. As the offline checkpoint terminals are inexpensive

compared to the infrastructure cost of the gates and online terminals,

multiple checkpoint terminals can be placed at the transport end-points

to serve a large number of travelers. However, collecting ticketing evi-

dence reliably and timeously for ticket-fare calculation from the offline

checkpoint terminals is a challenge.

4.2 Research Questions

Based on Publication II, Publication III and Publication IV, this chapter

investigates the research questions listed below to design identity verifi-

cation schemes that can be used in account-based ticketing. The schemes

are intended to work reliably in both gated and non-gated transport sys-

tems with NFC-enabled devices.

RQ 4. How to design secure identity-verification schemes that can be used

for public transport ticketing over low bandwidth channels, such as

NFC, which are constrained by the message exchange sizes?

RQ 5. How to reliably collect ticketing evidence produced by offline check-

point terminals for fare calculations?

4.3 Methodology

The methodology used to answer the research questions involved is as

follows:

a) designing an account-based transport ticketing architecture
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b) designing various identity verification schemes

c) implementing the schemes on real devices

d) evaluating the system’s security

e) developing a prototype for a user trial to evaluate usability.

The following subsections describe the adversary model for the public

transport ticketing architecture and define the security requirements as

well as other requirements for the correct functioning of the account-

based ticketing system.

4.3.1 Adversary model

Similar to Chapter 3, there are two types of adversaries: (1) a local adver-

sary and (2) a remote adversary. The local adversary is the one who has

physical access to the user’s device, such as the device user herself or an

adversary who gains access to the device. The local adversary can also be

someone within the vicinity of the device who can interact with the device

over the NFC channel. In contrast, the remote adversary does not have

physical access to the device but can execute arbitrary code on the device.

However, the adversaries are incapable of influencing the operation of the

TEE. The adversaries have the following main objectives:

• Credential manipulation: The device owner is a local adversary

who intends to manipulate ticket credentials, e.g. roll back expired

tickets, produce counterfeit ticketing evidence to travel free, and pro-

vide invalid ticketing evidence to pay lower travel fares.

• Cloning credentials: The local adversary may also intend to clone

ticketing credentials from the device onto another device, or copy

recent ticketing evidence to allow two or more travelers to travel si-

multaneously with the same credential. Similarly, malware on the

device could copy and deliver ticketing credentials or ticketing evi-

dence to the remote adversary.

• Relay attack: The local adversary within the vicinity of the user’s

device can interact with the device over NFC. The adversary can use

other NFC devices to create a relay channel [26] between the user’s

device and the checkpoint terminal to complete a ticketing session,

and then travel using the ticketing evidence.
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The communication channels between the device and identity providers

are assumed to be secured using standard TLS connections. However,

the communication between the device and the checkpoint terminal is

susceptible to relay attacks.

4.3.2 Requirements

In addition to the requirements for hosting credentials on a user’s device

(Section 3.3.2), identity verification schemes for the account-based ticket-

ing architecture should fulfill the following requirements:

R4.1. Identity verification: Checkpoint terminals should be able to use

cryptographic protocols to verify travelers’ identities. Gated trans-

port systems should not exceed identity-verification sessions beyond

300 ms in duration.

R4.2. Generation of ticketing evidence: The identity verification pro-

cess should produce an unforgeable (by travelers or other third par-

ties) ticketing evidence that is cryptographically bound to the iden-

tity of the traveler with the location of the checkpoint terminal. A

traveler should not be allowed to generate ticketing evidence with-

out being present at a checkpoint terminal. Entities with appro-

priate keys, such as the transport authority backend and personnel

deployed for ticket inspection, should be able to verify the ticketing

evidence cryptographically.

R4.3. Collection of ticketing evidence: The transport authority back-

end should be able to collect the ticketing evidence for ticket-fare

calculation.

R4.4. Prevent double spending: A travel ticket cannot be used more

than once. Multiple travelers should not be allowed to travel with a

single piece of ticketing evidence.
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Figure 4.2. Account-based ticketing architecture for NFC-enabled device

4.4 Account-based ticketing architecture for NFC-enabled devices

4.4.1 Architecture

Figure 4.2 depicts an account-based ticketing architecture designed for

public transport systems with NFC-enabled devices. The NFC-enabled

device includes a ticket application that maintains the ticketing creden-

tials, interacts with checkpoint terminals and provides UI to interact with

a user (traveler). Similar to the virtual smart card application in Chapter

3, the ticket application includes a TA (that runs in the TEE) to protect

the ticketing credentials and ticketing operations on the device.

The accounting authority provisions ticketing credentials to the devices

which include ticket information and a digital certificate signed by the

accounting authority (Step 1). The accounting authority is also respon-

sible for billing, collecting ticket fares from the travelers, and clearing

transactions with the transport authority. It also provides the transport

authority with algorithms and secrets required to verify travelers’ identi-

ties (Step 2). Additionally, the accounting authority maintains a blacklist

of the devices or travelers that do not fulfill their monetary obligations or
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have been subjected to identity theft. The accounting authority also pro-

vides the blacklist periodically to the transport authority. The transport

authority then distributes the blacklist, identity verification algorithms

and secrets to online checkpoint terminals (Step 2).

The transport authority provides transport services and operates check-

point terminals. The transport authority backend, that gathers ticketing

evidence (Step 4a), calculates the ticket fare and sends requests to ac-

counting authorities for payments collection (Step 5).

Travelers tap their NFC-enabled devices to a checkpoint terminal at a

transport station to begin their journey, and complete their journey by

tapping their device again to a checkpoint terminal at their destination.

While tapping, the ticket application on the device and the checkpoint ter-

minal perform an identity verification protocol. The checkpoint terminal

validates ticketing credentials, identifies the traveler and cryptographi-

cally binds the location information of the transport endpoint along with

the date and time of the event to produce ticketing evidence (Step 3a). The

ticket application also stores the messages exchanged during the identity

verification protocol as the proof of tapping (ticketing evidence) required

during random ticket inspection. The ticket application later submits the

ticketing evidence to the accounting authority for auditing purposes.

In the gated transport systems, the gates connected to the checkpoint

terminals only allow travelers with a valid identity and ticket informa-

tion to travel. Travelers listed in the blacklist are denied access. The

checkpoint terminals are also responsible for generating and delivering

ticketing evidence to the transport authority backend either periodically

or immediately.

In the non-gated transport systems, contactless smart cards are used as

the offline checkpoint terminals. Each smart card includes an application

that interacts with the ticket applications on devices to produce ticketing

evidence (Step 3b). Ticket applications obligate travelers to deliver the

ticketing evidence to their accounting authority (Step 4b), which forwards

the ticketing evidence to the transport authority backend for fare calcu-

lation (Step 4c). To enforce reporting of the ticketing evidence, the TA

allows the ticket application to perform the identity verification protocol

only a fixed number of times before it must submit pending ticketing ev-

idence. When the threshold is reached, the TA ceases interacting with
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the checkpoint terminals until an acknowledgment is released from the

transport authority.

Section 5 of Publication II presents the account-based ticketing architec-

ture for NFC-enabled devices in detail. Similarly, Section 5 of Publication

III describes the architectural extension for non-gated transport systems

in detail.

4.4.2 Identity verification schemes

Publication II and Publication III explore different possible approaches in

the design space to discover how we can optimize the performance to com-

plete identity verification within the 300 ms time budget. Altogether the

publications present four identity verification protocols for gated trans-

port systems. The protocols follow challenge-response patterns during

an identity verification session. During an identity verification session,

a checkpoint terminal sends a challenge to the ticket application on the

traveler’s device. The ticket application computes a response to the chal-

lenge (inside the device TEE) using its ticketing credential and returns

the response to the checkpoint terminal over NFC. Similarly, Publication

III and Publication IV present an identity verification protocols designed

for non-gated transport systems.

A trusted channel between an NFC modem of a device and TA would

prevent malicious application on the REE from snooping the messages of

identity verification protocols. However, it doesn’t require a trusted UI

for user input during identity verification sessions as operations on tick-

eting credentials activates without requiring explicit endorsements from

users to minimize the session time. Trusted UI is further discussed in

Section 6.3

Protocols for gated transport systems

P1: In this protocol, the ticket application generates an RSA key pair

whose public key is certified by the accounting authority. The public

key certificate (524 bytes) only includes essential contents such as

the public key modulus of the 256 byte RSA key, 12 bytes of ticket

information (i.e. the identity of the traveler and validity period) and

the RSA signature (256 bytes) signed by the accounting authority.

The certificate is used as part of a ticketing credential.
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During identity verification, a checkpoint terminal sends a challenge

to the traveler’s device. The ticket application on the device com-

putes a standard-compliant RSA signature as a response (inside the

TEE) to the challenge using its private key. It then returns the re-

sponse along with its public key certificate. The checkpoint terminal

validates both the public certificate of the traveler and the response

before allowing the traveler to enter/exit the transport system. (Sec-

tion 6.1 of Publication II describes this protocol in detail.)

P2: This protocol uses a short-lived attribute certificate (valid for few

hours) instead of the public key certificate as an access token. The

access token (16 + 256 bytes) consists of 16 bytes of ticket informa-

tion signed by the accounting authority. During identity verifica-

tion, the ticket application only produces a message authentication

code (MAC) (e.g. 20-byte HMAC-SHA1), in the device TEE, over

the challenge using a secret key (e.g. 128-bit key) shared with the

accounting authority. The checkpoint terminal only validates the

access token before allowing the traveler to enter/exit the transport

system. The terminal forwards the MAC to the transport authority

backend server along with the ticketing evidence. The transport au-

thority requests the accounting authority to validate the MAC dur-

ing ticket-fare clearance. (Section 6.2 of Publication II describes this

protocol in detail.)

P3: This protocol is similar to protocol P2 but additionally uses a reverse

hash chain. The ticket application on a traveler’s device generates

a reverse hash chain from a random seed in the TEE of the device.

Each element in the hash chain is the hash value of its previous el-

ement starting from the seed. The last element of the hash chain is

included in the attribute certificate to reduce the frequency of fetch-

ing access tokens from the accounting authority.

During identity verification, the ticket application includes the next

unused element in the hash chain in reverse order, starting from

the penultimate element, while computing the MAC. Similar to pro-

tocol P2, a checkpoint terminal only validates an access token and

forwards the MAC to the transport authority backend server along

with the ticketing evidence. The transport authority requests the
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accounting authority to verify MACs and hash chain elements dur-

ing ticket fare clearance. (Section 6.3 of Publication II describes this

protocol in detail.)

P4: This protocol uses the RSA signature with message recovery to min-

imize the size of the public key certificate (i.e. the part of a traveler’s

ticketing credential). Typically the RSA signature in a digital certifi-

cate is calculated over the hash of the certificate data padded using

PKCS#1 with the optimal asymmetric encryption padding (OAEP)

scheme [54]. However, in this protocol, the padding is replaced with

much of the certificate data itself. The remaining certificate data

that exceeds the padding length is symmetrically encrypted with

AES in the counter mode using the hash of the certificate data it-

self as the 128-bit AES key.

The tailored RSA signature and the remaining encrypted data is

treated as part of the ticketing credential. The checkpoint terminals

require the algorithm to extract information from the tailored RSA

signatures. This protocol also requires the public key of the account-

ing authority to be treated as a secret shared between the accounting

authority and the checkpoint terminals. Section 6 of Publication III

explains this scheme of generating the ticketing credential in detail.

Similar to protocol P1, this protocol follows the challenge-response

pattern during an identity verification. The ticket application pro-

duces a standard-compliant RSA signature as the response (inside

the TEE) using its private key. The checkpoint terminal validates

the tailored RSA signature to extract the ticket information and the

public key of the traveler’s ticket application. The checkpoint ter-

minal uses the extracted public key to verify the response before

allowing the traveler to enter/exit the transport system. (Section 7

of Publication III describes this protocol in detail.)

Protocols for non-gated transport systems

Unlike online readers in gated transport systems, the checkpoint termi-

nals in non-gated transport systems use limited processing and limited

memory devices such as smartcards. Therefore, the protocols are designed

in such a way that the checkpoint terminals need not require to receive
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and verify the traveler’s ticketing credentials. Instead, the protocols rely

on the device-specific counters binding between the traveler’s device and

the checkpoint terminal.

P5: In this protocol, both the ticket application and the offline check-

point terminal cryptographically bind their device-specific counters

and their public key certificates to the ticketing evidence. The ticket

application and the offline checkpoint terminal share their respec-

tive secret keys with the accounting authority, which they used to at-

test their device-specific counters by generating signatures with the

keys. The ticket application prepares the device for the next identity

verification session immediately after the previous session. The TA

of the ticketing application signs its TEE counter states using the

secret key shared with the accounting authority as the commitment

of the counter value.

During identity-verification, the ticket application sends the com-

mitment of its counter value as a challenge to the checkpoint ter-

minal. The checkpoint terminal signs the challenge along with its

device-specific counter. Then, it returns the response along with its

device certificate. The TA then cryptographically binds the identity

of the TEE and the current state of its counter with the identity

and the counter state of the checkpoint terminal in an unforgeable

manner to produce ticketing evidence. Later the ticket application

submits the ticketing evidence to the accounting authority (Section

3 of Publication IV provides further detail).

To enforce reporting of the ticketing evidence, the TA ceases produc-

ing the commitments for its counter value after a limited number

of interactions with checkpoint terminals. After which, the trav-

eler must submit her pending ticketing evidence to the transport

authority in order to receive an acknowledgment that allows the TA

to continue to produce commitments for the counter value.

P6: This protocol is an extension to protocol P5 for supporting devices

where TEEs are unavailable or practically inaccessible. The ticket

application on the device must, therefore, fetch a challenge as an ac-

cess token (tokenized challenge) from the accounting authority be-

fore the identity verification. The ticket application is also required
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to submit the ticketing evidence before it can receive a new challenge

(Section 5 of Publication IV describes this protocol in detail.)

4.4.3 Implementation

The ticket application for the protocols for gated transport systems (pro-

tocols P1, to P4) was implemented on Nokia C7 smartphones running

Symbianˆ3. The application included a TA that ran on On-board Creden-

tials (ObC), the TEE available on that smartphone platform. An NFC

reader (ACR 122U) connected to a Linux PC running Ubuntu 10.10 was

used as a checkpoint terminal. The NFC reader was configured to operate

at 106 Kilobits per second. Although NFC-enabled devices can support

higher data rates, the protocols were designed to support for real devices

with lower data rates.

The ticket application with protocol P5 was initially implemented on

a Nokia C7 smartphone running Symbianˆ3. The protocol was also in-

tegrated into the Nokia public transport app on the Nokia 603 smart-

phone. SmartMX tags from NXP were used as offline checkpoint termi-

nals, and the terminal application was developed using Javacard 2.2.1. A

public trial along the Port Washington Branch of the Long Island Rail-

way Road operated by New York Metropolitan Transit Authority4 was

conducted with over 100 participants. The Nokia X6 smartphones were

distributed to trial participants. A user study conducted at the end of the

trial gave very encouraging feedback and provided the motivation to con-

tinue the exploration of NFC-based ticketing in general. The study found

that 42% of the participants preferred the ticketing credentials on smart-

phones compared to only 24% for a smart card or payment card. The trial

does not consider the demographic distribution among the participants.

However, future reporting on trail should consider such information.

The ticket application for protocol P6 was implemented on a Google

Nexus S smartphone. Section 7 of Publication II, Section 9 of Publication

III and Section 6 of Publication IV provide details on the protocol imple-

mentation and performance measurements. Section 8 of Publication II

and Section 10 of Publication III provide system analysis in detail.

4http://www.mta.info/lirr
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Table 4.1. Identity verification time for different protocols in milliseconds (ms).

Protocol Response
Access

token

Verification

at checkpoint

Session

time

P1
RSA

signature

Optimized

certificate

Access token,

Response
482 ms

P2 MAC
Attribute

certificate
Access token 228 ms

P3
MAC +

Hash element

Attribute

certificate
Access token 246 ms

P4
RSA

signature

RSA signature

with message

recovery

Access token,

Response
256 ms

P5
counter

commitment

of terminal

TEE

counter

commitment

not essential 305 ms

P6
counter

commitment

of terminal

Tokenized

challenge
not essential 820 ms

4.5 Discussion

Identity verification session time: All the protocols described in this

chapters use digital certificates to prove the identity of a traveler. The

certificates can be cryptographically verified using the public key of the

accounting authority (Requirement R4.1).

Table 4.1 shows the time taken for identity verification using different

protocols. The table also shows the content of response messages for each

protocol and messages that are verified at the checkpoint terminals. With

the exception of protocol P1, all other protocols for gated transport sys-

tems completed the identity verification within the allowable time (i.e.

300 milliseconds) for considerable key size (larger than 1024 bits). As ex-

plained above, the identity verification for non-gated transport system are

not strictly time bound. Space-efficient algorithms, such as elliptic curve

cryptography, can further reduce the time and also use stronger keys.

However, NFC readers deployed in public transport systems during the
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protocol development only included hardware acceleration for the RSA al-

gorithm. Therefore designing protocols with other algorithms would have

require costly hardware upgrades. SmartMX tags used in Publication V

required longer time to produce commitments for its counter values in

protocol P6 (with Google Nexus S) than in protocol P5 (with Nokia 603).

It is highly likely that the exact alignment of the antennas in a device

used had significant impact on the performance.

Ticketing evidence: The protocols cryptographically bind the identities

of travelers with the time and location information of the corresponding

checkpoint terminals using a challenge-response pattern. The responses

are generated in the TEE of travelers’ devices using keys protected by

TEEs. A response is either a digital signature produced using the private

key of a traveler, or a MAC generated using a secret key shared with

the accounting authority. The protocol messages are used as the ticketing

evidence which can be verified with appropriate keys (Requirement R4.2).

Protection against double spending: The protocols use one of three

possible techniques to prevent double spending: (a) verifying responses at

the checkpoint terminals, or (b) binding TEE-specific counters into tick-

eting evidence, or (c) using time-windows for access tokens. (Require-

ment R4.4)

Collection of ticketing evidence: In gated transport systems, check-

point terminals deliver the ticketing evidence to the transport author-

ity backend. In contrast, in non-gated systems, travelers are respon-

sible for reporting their ticketing evidence to the accounting authority,

which forwards the ticketing evidence to the transport authority (Require-

ment R4.3).

Privacy concerns: One primary concern of this architecture is protect-

ing travelers’ data privacy from the transport authority and the account-

ing authority. These authorities can create a journey profile of travelers

based on their travel history. However, such route information could le-

gitimately be used to suggest alternative routes to the travelers during

traffic congestion. Further, it could also be used to implement flexible

pricing policies such as congestion pricing, and transfer discounts.

However, the distribution of blacklisted identities to a transport author-

ity can have serious privacy concern. For example, the transport author-

ity can identify travelers with bad credit histories. Therefore, identity
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providers can issue randomized identities each time they re-issue ticket-

ing credentials to prevent the transport authorities from identifying trav-

elers after the credentials have been re-issued. Issuing a new identity

will ensure that a traveler with her identity blacklisted will not reuse

the same identity after she has reconciled with her identity provider. To

prevent authorities from profiling travelers based on their travel history,

we can design the transport authority backend to utilize TEE-enabled

servers. The TA running in the server’s TEE would share unique keys

with TEEs of travelers’ devices and with checkpoint terminals separately.

The shared keys would then be used to encrypt the ticketing evidence.

Similarly, ticket fare calculation can be implemented as a TA to prevent

servers from learning travelers’ profiles. Privacy preserving computation

on server infrastructure using a TEE is discussed in the next chapter.

4.6 Conclusions

Identity verification schemes described in this chapter use cryptographic

protocols to verify the identities of travelers securely, to extract journey

information for fare calculations and to prevent ticket fraud. Further-

more, the protocols for gated transport systems are optimized to complete

within the allowable time. Therefore, these protocols can be used as a se-

cure public transport ticketing over low bandwidth channels such as NFC

(RQ 4).

The protocols for non-gated transport systems use devices as a medium

for collecting ticketing evidence from offline checkpoint terminals. Fur-

ther, the protocols obligate devices to report the ticketing evidence by re-

stricting the number of times a ticket can be used before reporting the

evidence (RQ 5). Nearly twice as many participants in the user study

preferred using smartphones over smart cards for public transport ticket-

ing.
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5. Privacy preserving computation on
server infrastructure

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 described how to use TEEs on users’ devices

to establish the level of trust required by credential issuers and service

providers for provisioning, hosting, and using credentials. This chapter

describes how to establish trust in the server infrastructure, such as cloud

servers, using a TEE to provide privacy guarantees. In particular, this

chapter presents the design and evaluation of a privacy-preserving mem-

bership test using a TEE on a server. One use case for this is to provide

cloud-based mobile malware checking services.

The recent evolution of cloud computing technology has promoted mi-

gration of many local as well as remote services to cloud platforms. One

such service is malware checking, which used to operate as a local ser-

vice on devices, but has moved to a cloud-assisted setting. For example,

Google’s Verify Apps for Android is a cloud-assisted service that notifies

users when they intend to install applications that are potentially danger-

ous [41]. However, as explained in Section 1.1.2, data privacy is a major

concern in cloud computing.

In the cloud-assisted design, anti-malware vendors host their malware

databases on the cloud and run malware checking services from the cloud.

Users may query the service with application identifiers to learn if an

application is a potential malware. If a user receives a positive indica-

tion from the service, she may further consult the anti-malware vendor

directly to receive instructions on how to deal with the malicious appli-

cation. However, for privacy reasons users do not wish to reveal which

applications they have installed. It has been shown that a single snap-

shot of applications installed on a device can reveal personal character-

istics of the user, such as their gender, religion, relationship status and
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interest. [86]. This information can be used to profile users. Therefore, we

need a mechanism such as a private membership test (PMT) for hosting

privacy-sensitive services in the cloud.

5.1 Private membership test

Formally in a PMT, a server known as a lookup server holds a large data

set of n entries called a dictionary such that X = {x1, x2, ..., xn}. A user

runs a PMT protocol with the lookup server to know if an entry q is a

member of X. The output r of the PMT protocol is a single bit indicating

the membership status of q, i.e. r = 1 if q ∈ X and 0 otherwise, without

revealing q and r to the lookup server.

PMT using cryptographic primitives: A PMT protocol can be built us-

ing cryptographic primitives such as private set intersection (PSI) [77, 78]

or homomorphic encryption [68]. However, these schemes are expensive

in terms of computation and communication. For example, to complete a

PSI on a dictionary of size n requires O(n) communication between a user

and a server, and also requires the server to perform O(n) operations. In

addition, cloud-based malware checking services are expected to handle

simultaneous lookup queries from a large number of users. However, in

these schemes the number of simultaneous queries that can be supported

is small, thereby affecting server-side scalability of the schemes.

PMT using TEEs:Several prior works [84, 9] have used TEEs to estab-

lish trust in cloud platforms. TEEs allow them to guarantee confiden-

tiality and integrity of the applications and data hosted in the cloud. A

straight-forward approach for designing a cloud-based PMT protocol us-

ing a TEE is to integrate a TEE on the lookup server as depicted in Fig-

ure 5.1.

The dictionary provider generates a dictionary and hosts it on the lookup

server. A TA running in the TEE provides the actual lookup functionality.

On the other hand, the REE application called client app facilitates inter-

action between users and the TA and makes the dictionary accessible to

the TA. If the lookup functionality were not performed in the TA, then a

malicious lookup server operator can modify the REE of the lookup server

to learn the content of the users’ queries and their results.
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Figure 5.1. A cloud-based private membership test

Users can establish secure communication channels with the TA and

submit their queries directly to the TA. The TA then performs a member-

ship test on the dictionary and returns the results to the users. The secure

channel prevents the lookup server operator from learning the content of

the queries and their results.

The dictionary is often too large to fit entirely in the TA, and therefore

must be stored in the REE. Therefore, an adversary who controls the REE

can observe the dictionary access pattern and possibly infer information

about the queries.

Technologies such as Oblivious RAM (ORAM) [39] can be used to pre-

vent information leakage through memory access patterns. We can imple-

ment the state-of-the-art in ORAM technology Path ORAM [90] as a TA

to obscure the dictionary access patterns in the PMT protocol and prevent

the adversary from learning information about the queries. Path ORAM

has a constant communication overhead and only O(log n) computational

cost per query on a dictionary of size n entries. However, it suffers from

poor scalability, i.e. supporting simultaneous queries from m users will

incur O(m log n) cost.
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5.2 Research Question

Based on Publication VI, this chapter investigates the following research

question.

RQ 6. Can we design a privacy-preserving PMT service using a TEE (avail-

able on the server) that exhibits better scalability than ORAM by

supporting a higher number of simultaneous queries?

5.3 Methodology

The methodology used to answer the above research question involved the

following actions:

a) designing a lookup server architecture for the cloud-based mobile

malware checking scenario

b) designing a PMT using a TEE on the lookup server, which allows

simulations query lookups whilst also protects users privacy

c) implementing the architecture on two different real TEE platforms

d) measuring the individual query response latency and the overall

query throughput, in order to compare the performance against the

ORAM-based approach.

The following subsections describe the adversary model for the PMT

protocol and define the requirements for this service.

5.3.1 Adversary model

Two types of adversaries are considered for the PMT protocol: (1) a ma-

licious lookup server operator, and (2) the dictionary provider. The mali-

cious operator of the lookup server is the primary adversary. It has full

control of the lookup server’s REE. The dictionary provider is only a sec-

ondary adversary who is assumed to provide legitimate malware identi-

fiers in the dictionary. As discussed above, it is acceptable for the dictio-

nary provider to have access to the queries that are revealed to it by the

users.

The primary intention of these adversaries is to profile users based

on their queries. The dictionary provider can only profile users based
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on the queries revealed to it directly by users. However, the malicious

lookup server operator can perform side-channel attacks to learn users’

queries. The lookup server operator is assumed to be incapable of per-

forming hardware-level attacks, as the cost of performing such attacks is

comparatively more expensive than the value of the data it can extract.

Therefore, the adversary cannot observe or influence the internal state of

TA and its operations in its private memory. However, the adversary can

attempt to infer memory accesses and internal operations of the TA us-

ing software-based side-channel attacks. The adversary can also observe

and measure the duration of interaction by the TA with non-private mem-

ory, count the number of queries going into TA, measure individual query

response latencies and submit arbitrary queries.

The lookup server operator can attempt to modify the dictionary. To pro-

tect against dictionary modification, the dictionary provider can attach a

digital signature or a MAC (computed using a key shared between the

dictionary provider and the TA), which the TA can use to verify the au-

thenticity of the dictionary. The dictionary provider is assumed to be an

honest-but-curious adversary, which is not expected to subvert the dictio-

nary. The communication channels between the users’ devices and the

TA are assumed to be secured using correctly implemented cryptographic

primitives, e.g. using a standard TLS connection. However, since the

adversary controls the REE, it can arbitrarily schedule and/or drop en-

crypted messages exchanged between users and the TA.

5.3.2 Requirements

The following requirements apply to the cloud-based PMT protocol:

R5.1. Query privacy: The lookup server operator must not be able to

learn anything about the content of the users’ queries or their re-

sponses. However, the dictionary provider may learn the content of

the queries that users reveal to it directly.

R5.2. Support for simultaneous queries: The PMT protocol should be

able to handle simultaneous queries from a large number of users

(e.g. in the order of thousands of queries per second) without a dete-

rioration in the level of overall query processing throughput.
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Section 4 of Publication VI provides further requirements to ensure se-

curity, performance, and accuracy of the cloud-based malware checking

service using the PMT protocol.

5.4 Privacy-preserving PMT design using a TEE

5.4.1 The carousel approach

Figure 5.2. A Privacy-preserving PMT architecture with carousel design pattern

To prevent information leakage during dictionary access, Publication VI

introduces a new carousel design pattern in which the entire dictionary

is continuously circled through the TA. Figure 5.2 depicts the privacy-

preserving PMT architecture with carousel design pattern.

The PMT architecture is designed such that it prevents the TA from

responding to a query until the query has completed one full carousel cycle

in the TA. Not answering a query immediately prevents the adversary in

the REE from learning the position of the query in the dictionary. Since

the TA only responds to queries that have completed a full carousel cycle,
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two factors influence the time taken to respond (i.e. response latency):

dictionary size and the processing efficiency.

One key characteristic of the mobile malware checking scenario is its

tolerance on a non-zero false positive rate (FPR). A study by Yahoo [103]

found that typical Android devices have around 95 installed apps. Also, a

leading anti-malware vendor [55] indicated that an FPR of 2−10 is accept-

able for cloud-based mobile malware checking. With such a non-zero FPR,

the majority of users should not encounter more than one false positive

during the lifetime of their devices. Therefore, a typical user would dis-

close at most one application identifier to the dictionary provider, thereby

virtually eliminating the privacy concern. Such non-zero FPR allows the

use of data structures such as Bloom Filters and Cuckoo hash for an effi-

cient membership test. These data structures allow the transformation of

the dictionary into a more compact format, reducing the amount of data

that needs to be cycled through the TA.

Dictionary Representation

The dictionary provider transforms the dictionary X into dictionary repre-

sentation Y , which is then cycled through the TA. The performance of the

system depends on the choice of the data structure used for generating

the dictionary representation. Publication VI explores the following data

structures to transform a dictionary into its representations for efficient

membership tests, and compares the response latencies of each represen-

tation.

1. Sequence of Differences: Y is generated by representing only the dif-

ference between successive entries in X. When inserting an entry xi

into Y , xi is first hashed to a value of fixed sized length (ε+log n bits),

where ε is based on the FPR value, i.e. FPR = 2−ε, and n is the num-

ber of entries in X. The hash values are sorted, and the differences

between each successive hash values make up Y . When multiple en-

tries result in the same hash value, only one copy of the hash value

is added in Y to avoid leaking information. Since the size of the dif-

ferences is smaller than the size of the hash values themselves, we

can reduce the size of Y significantly. During carousel processing,

the sequence of differences is used to reconstruct the hash values.

During the membership test for an entry qi, the hash value si of qi is
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matched against each hash value reconstructed from the sequence

of differences. Section 6.2 of Publication VI describes how to use the

sequence of differences to generate Y from X in detail.

2. Bloom Filter: A Bloom filter is a bit array of length N bits initialized

with 0s. It consists of l hash functions whose output is uniformly

distributed over a domain of size [0, N − 1] [11]. The FPR value

determines the number of hash functions and the resulting size of

the Bloom filter, which is approximately 1.44εn bits. When inserting

xi in Y , the corresponding Bloom filter positions of xi are calculated

by applying the l hash functions to it. After which, the bit values

at the corresponding Bloom filter positions in Y are set. During the

membership test for qi, the l hash functions are applied to qi, and

the bit values at its corresponding Bloom filter positions in Y are

checked. If all the bits at the positions are set, then qi is a probable

member of Y . Section 6.3 of Publication VI describes how to use a

Bloom filter to generate Y from X in detail.

3. 4-ary Cuckoo Hash: cuckoo hash [73] is another data structure that

can be used for efficient membership tests. A variant of cuckoo hash,

called 4-ary cuckoo hash with four hash functions was selected as it

utilizes approximately 97% of the hash table [23]. When inserting xi

into Y , all four candidate positions of xi are calculated by applying

the four hash functions to it. After which, the value of xi is trun-

cated to a (ε+2)-bit value, say yi, which is then inserted into the first

available candidate position in Y . If all four positions for yi are oc-

cupied (say, by values ŷ1, ŷ2, ŷ3, ŷ4), then yi is inserted into one of the

positions by recursively relocating ŷj into one of its three remaining

candidate positions. During the membership test for qi, the value of

qi is first truncated to a (ε+2)-bit value si, then the four candidate

positions for qi is calculated. After which, the values at the positions

in Y are checked against si to determine if qi is a member of Y . Sec-

tion 6.4 of Publication VI describes how to use a 4-ary cuckoo hash

to generate Y from X in detail.
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Carousel processing

The client app on the lookup server divides Y into several chunks and

passes each chunk sequentially to the TA along with waiting queries.

Passing Y as a sequence of chunks allows the TA to minimize the waiting

time for an arriving query before the TA can start processing it (i.e. when

the TA receives the next chunk). The TA transforms the queries into their

representations in a similar manner to an entry in Y and maintains the

representations in a sorted list S for processing. It compares each entry

in the chunk with S and records the results. This process is repeated for

each chunk. While processing Y , the TA performs a constant number of

operations per entry independent of the size of S. Section 5 of Publication

VI provides the complete description of the carousel processing.

5.4.2 Implementation

At present, the number of Android malware samples is in the order of mil-

lions whilst the number of new malware samples is growing roughly lin-

early. In 2015, G Data, an anti-malware vendor, reported approximately

2.3 million new Android malware samples, with this a 50 % increase on

the previous year. Therefore, a dictionary of 226 entries (i.e. ~67 million

entries) was chosen with an estimation that allow the PMT protocol to

support malware checking for the next ten years.

The lookup server using the carousel approach was implemented on the

two most prominent hardware security architectures currently available:

ARM TrustZone and Intel SGX. The dictionary representations described

above were used with ε = 10 on ARM TrustZone and ε = 14 on Intel SGX.

Kinibi on ARM TrustZone

For the ARM TrustZone-based implementation, a Samsung Exynos 5250

development board from Arndale1 with a 1.7 GHz dual-core ARM Cortex-

A17 processor was used. The board runs Android OS (version 4.2.1) as

the primary OS on the REE and Kinibi OS as the secure OS in the TEE.

Kinibi allows authorized TAs to execute inside the TEE.

Kinibi on the development board only allows a TA to use approximately

900 kB of private memory for heap and stack data structures. The limited

size of the private memory sets the boundary for the number of queries

1http://arndaleboard.org/
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that the TA can process concurrently. Additionally, Kinibi only allows the

client app to share 1 MB of additional memory with the TA. This shared

memory is used for transferring chunks of Y and queries to the TA, and

for retrieving responses. Sections 7.1 and 7.2 of Publication VI provide

further details of the lookup server implementation on Kinibi.

Intel SGX

For the Intel SGX-based implementation, an SGX-enabled HP EliteDesk

800 G2 desktop PC with a 3.2 GHz Intel Core i5 6500 CPU and 8 GB of

RAM was used. The desktop PC runs Windows 7 (64 bit version) as the

host OS, with a page size of 4 kB.

Unlike Kinibi, Intel SGX does not provide the TA with private mem-

ory and thus the adversary can observe the TA’s memory access pattern

at page-level granularity (Section 2.2.2). To conceal the memory access

pattern beyond the page-level, the TA is designed such that it performs

the same number of memory access operations on all pages whenever a

private data structure spans beyond a page. Sections 7.1 and 7.2 of Publi-

cation VI provide further details of the lookup server implementation on

Intel SGX.

5.4.3 Performance evaluation against ORAM

The response latency was measured under various query loads using the

two following distinct query processing patterns, which are described be-

low.

Batch performance

Queries were sent in a batch at the beginning of each carousel cycle and

the total processing time for a single batch of queries was measured. Sec-

tion 7.4 of Publication VI provides the performance evaluation of carousel

approaches in detail. The results show that the carousel approach with

the 4-ary cuckoo hash dictionary representation, i.e. cuckoo-on-a-carousel

(CoaC), can handle more queries with a smaller overhead than other

methods. Therefore, for a comparison of the carousel approach with the

ORAM-based approach, the 4-ary cuckoo hash data structure was also

used for Path ORAM. Section 7.3 of Publication VI details the implemen-

tation of 4-ary Cuckoo hash on Path ORAM, cuckoo-on-ORAM (CoO).
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Table 5.1. Total processing time for a batch of queries

Approach
Kinibi Intel SGX

1 query 2000 queries 1 query 2000 queries

CoaC 0.73 sec 1.83 sec 0.109 sec 0.282 sec

CoO 0.009 sec 18.63 sec 0.001 sec 1.329 sec

CoO provides a very fast response latency for a single query compared

to CoaC. However, queries are processed sequentially. Table 5.1 provides

the comparison of CoaC and CoO on both TEE platforms with query load

of 1 query and 2000 queries. Figures 3 and 4 of Publication VI provide a

further comparison of the carousel approach with other dictionary repre-

sentations in relation to CoO on both TEE platforms. The results show

that the carousel schemes provide lower query response latencies when

handling batches of queries.

Steady-state performance

Table 5.2. Breakdown point for CoaC and CoO on TEE hardware platforms

Approach Kinibi Intel SGX

CoaC 1025 queries/sec 3720 queries/sec

CoO 111 queries/sec 1354 queries/sec

In addition to the measurements of the batch processing performance,

the steady-state performance of CoaC and CoO was also measured, as-

suming a constant query arrival rate. On both TEE platforms, the re-

sponse latencies of CoaC and CoO were measured with different query

arrival rates to identify the maximum query arrival rate at which the re-

sponse latency could be guaranteed. This maximum query arrival rate is

termed as the break-down point beyond which the rate of query arrival

exceeds the speed of query processing, thus a queue of queries begins to

build up and the response latency increases (indefinitely). At this point,

the PMT service must add new hardware to guarantee response latency.

Table 5.2 lists the breakdown point for CoaC and CoO on both TEE plat-

forms. The table shows that on both platforms CoO reaches its breakdown

point under a smaller query arrival rate compared to CoaC.
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5.5 Discussion

Query privacy: carousel processing ensures query privacy by, (a) per-

forming the same number of operations on every entry in Y independent

of the number of queries and the content of the queries, and (b) ensur-

ing that every query remains in the TA for exactly one full carousel cy-

cle (Requirement R5.1). Section 7 of Publication VI provide implemen-

tation details avoiding information leakage during carousel processing.

Section 9 of Publication VI provides further privacy analysis of PMT with

the carousel approach. It also discuss on preventing side-channel attacks

on SGX to prevent adversary from inferring users’ query contents.

Simultaneous queries: The carousel approach supports simultaneous

queries (Requirement R5.2) by, (a) passing the incoming queries along

with each chunk of dictionary representation to TA, and (b) maintaining

the query representations in sorted order. The former allows queries to be

processed immediately without having them to wait for the carousel cycle

to complete. The latter allows the TA to perform membership tests for

queries while processing the relevant chunk of dictionary representation.

5.6 Conclusions

For the chosen dictionary size (226 entries), the results discussed in Sec-

tion 5.4.3 confirm that CoaC can sustain significantly higher query ar-

rival rates. Therefore the carousel approach can be applied to designing

a privacy-preserving membership test that is more efficient than ORAM

while handling simultaneous queries from a large number of users (Re-

search question RQ 6).
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6. Discussion and Conclusion

Based on the work presented in the previous chapters, this chapter dis-

cusses five themes relevant to the use of TEEs in securing systems:

• Non-programmable vs. programmable trusted hardware

• Credential management on multiple devices

• Trusted Path

• Service augmentation with a combination of TEEs on devices and

server infrastructure

• Formal analysis of protocols

6.1 Non-programmable vs. programmable trusted hardware

We can divide trusted hardware into two categories based on the function-

ality offered to developers: non-programmable and programmable trusted

hardware. The following subsections discuss the functionality and inter-

faces that these trusted hardware categories offer, the different use of

these types of trusted hardware, and the advantages and the disadvan-

tages of each category.

6.1.1 Non-programmable trusted hardware

Non-programmable trusted hardware, such as TPMs, provide a prede-

fined set of functions to the developers.

TPM: TPM specifications [95, 96] define a set of interfaces (APIs) for

accessing TPM functionality from platform OSs and other applications.

The APIs allow some level of customization such as generating/setting

cryptographic keys, setting passwords and defining authorization poli-
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cies on using the keys. However, the APIs do not permit developers to

run application-specific logic for extending the functionality beyond TPM

specifications.

Hardware-backed keystore: Device OS platforms, such as Android and

iOS, provide a hardware-backed keystore to protect cryptographic keys

and operations. Android Keystore APIs [40] allow the generation, storage

and usage of cryptographic keys protected in trusted hardware. Android

also allows the keystore to attest to external entities that specific keys are

protected by a hardware-backed keystore, using a certificate chain where

the root key is certified by Google’s attestation root key.1 The Android

Keystore is only customizable in the sense that it allows developers to

define the following authorization policies on cryptographic keys:

• Key usage policy specifies the operations that a cryptographic key is

allowed to perform. For example, a key defined as a signature-only

key can be used for signing but not for encryption.

• Temporal validity interval associated with a key that specifies the

duration or period in which the key is valid for use.

• User authentication policy requires user verification through the An-

droid secure lock screen credentials (e.g., pattern, PIN, password, or

fingerprint) before the key can be used.

Similarly, iOS utilizes a TEE to implement a Secure Enclave feature that

offers hardware-assisted cryptographic operations and secure key man-

agement to developers [4].

6.1.2 Programmable trusted hardware

In contrast, programmable trusted hardware allows developers to execute

their application-specific logic in the trusted hardware. It can allow de-

velopers to extend the functionality of the trusted hardware through a TA

and define customized interfaces for accessing the extended functionality

from REE applications. There are various types of programmable trusted

hardware available, such as Universal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC)

and CPU-assisted TEEs.
1Key Attestation: https://developer.android.com/training/articles/

security-key-attestation.html
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Universal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC): The Universal Integrated

Circuit Card (UICC), is widely used in mobile networks as SIM cards.

UICCs are based on Java Card technology [72] and implement the Glob-

alPlatform card specifications [36] for loading and managing applications

on cards. Therefore, UICCs allow developers to provision arbitrary appli-

cations compiled as Java Card applets on a single card. However, mobile

network operators (MNOs) often regulate access to SIM cards and pro-

hibit developers from provisioning arbitrary applications to a SIM card.

CPU-assisted TEEs: GlobalPlatform defines specifications for TEEs. The

device specifications of the GlobalPlatform [31] consist of a list of compre-

hensive TEE specifications including interfaces for implementing a TA

(TEE Internal Core API), interfaces for REE applications to communicate

with a TA (TEE Client API) and a framework for managing the TA life-

cycle (TEE Management Framework). Modern CPU architectures such

as ARM TrustZone [7] and Intel SGX [67] augment the main CPU with

system-wide TEE functionality for applications running on the system.

ARM TrustZone: The interfaces for REE applications to communicate

with a TA in ARM TrustZone are not disclosed publicly, which prevents

developers from implementing application-specific functions in TrustZone

TEEs [99]. However, several TEE providers such as ObC [59], Kinibi [97]

and OP-TEE2 run a secure OS in TrustZone TEEs to provide interfaces

for TA development as well as for REE applications to communicate with

a TA. OP-TEE is a GlobalPlatform compliant TEE in the sense that it

follows GlobalPlatform specifications for TA development and communi-

cating with a TA from REE applications. In contrast, ObC provides pro-

prietary APIs for TA development and communication. Kinibi, on the

other hand, supports GlobalPlatform compliant TEE APIs in addition to

its proprietary TEE APIs.

Intel SGX: Unlike TrustZone, Intel SGX does not require a separate TA

to protect security-sensitive application logic. Instead, Intel SGX allows

individual applications to demarcate selected code and data as enclaves

that run in their own TEEs. Intel also provides an SDK that includes

APIs, libraries, documentation, and tools for application development.3

2OP-TEE https://www.op-tee.org/
3Intel Software Guard Extensions (Intel SGX) SDK https://

software.intel.com/en-us/sgx-sdk
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6.1.3 Use of non-programmable vs. programmable trusted
hardware

Table 6.1. Indication of which types of trusted hardware can be used to implement the
various protocols and applications presented in this dissertation

Applications

Trusted

hardware

functionality

Keystore

APIs

TPM

1.2

TPM

2.0
TEE

Hardware-supported

Virtual Smart Card

(Sec: 3.4.1)

Secure

keystore
� � � �

Public Transport

Ticketing (P1)

Secure

keystore
� � � �

Public Transport

Ticketing (P2)

Secure

keystore
� � � �

Public Transport

Ticketing (P3)

Secure

keystore,

Hash chain

× × × �

Public Transport

Ticketing (P4)

Secure

keystore
� � � �

Public Transport

Ticketing (P5)

Secure

keystore,

counters,

policies

× × � �

Public Transport

Ticketing (P6)
not essential — — — �

Cloud-assisted

malware checking

(Sec: 5.4.1)

Private

Membership

Test

× × × �

The work presented in this dissertation utilizes programmable trusted

hardware, such as TEEs, to execute arbitrary security-sensitive applica-

tion logic in the form of TAs. However, we can implement many of the

applications using non-programmable trusted hardware, such as TPM 2.0

or a hardware-backed keystore. For example, Nyman et al. [70] presented

a design of an eID architecture based on TPM 2.0 specifications.
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Table 6.1 shows which of the protocols and applications presented in this

dissertation that could be implemented using non-programmable trusted

hardware. The table also lists the security functions that trusted hard-

ware offers today. However, the public transport ticketing with protocol

P6 (in Publication IV, Chapter4) does not rely on trusted hardware. It is

designed for devices without trusted hardware, where the devices receive

access tokens directly from the accounting authority for identity verifica-

tion.

We can categorize applications based on the security functionality they

utilize from a trusted hardware.

• Secure keystore: We can use a non-programmable trusted hard-

ware to develop applications that require protecting cryptographic

keys and use standard cryptographic operations. For example, eID

credentials (in Publication I and Publication V), public transport

ticketing with protocols P1, P2 (in Publication I), and public trans-

port ticketing with protocol P4 (in Publication III) can utilize non-

programmable trusted hardware to protect private keys and produce

RSA signatures.

• Secure keystore and monotonic counters: We can use TPM 1.2

or higher to develop applications that require secure counters in ad-

dition to a secure key storage.

• Policies on keys and monotonic counters: We will need TPM

2.0 to implement applications that define authentication policies for

using cryptographic keys and secure counters. For example, public

transport ticketing with protocol P5 (in Publication III) can utilize

TPM 2.0 to limit the number of device-specific counters before a trav-

eler submits pending ticketing evidence to the accounting authority.

Protocol P5 uses device-specific counters during identity verification

before allowing travelers to travel.

• Other functionality: At present, we will need a programmable

trusted hardware to support functionality beyond securing crypto-

graphic keys, monotonic counters and associating security policies

on the keys and counters

We may be able to implement protocol P3 using a non-programmable

trusted hardware provided that the trusted hardware facilitates secure
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storage of a reverse hash chain and allows REE applications to extract

one element of the hash chain in reverse order. However, supporting a

full PMT primitive (Sec: 5.4.1) on non-programmable trusted hardware is

not possible as the nature of the membership test and the PMT dictionary

depends on its applications.

6.1.4 Advantages and disadvantages

Non-programmable trusted hardware APIs are well documented, stan-

dardized, extensively analyzed and regularly maintained. Nevertheless,

adding new functions and interfaces to non-programmable trusted hard-

ware is either not possible or takes a long time. Only functions that are

relevant to the majority of applications are added. However, we cannot

predict the security requirements of different applications. Thus it be-

comes difficult to include all the non-standard cryptographic protocols and

algorithms used by applications into non-programmable trusted hard-

ware. TPM 2.0 does support algorithm agility, but this only allows man-

ufacturers to implement any cryptographic algorithm from the list ap-

proved by the TCG [96].

On the other hand, customizable trusted hardware gives liberty to ex-

tend the functionality of the hardware with developer-defined functions

and APIs. However, the extended functions and APIs are usually not au-

dited to the same extent as non-programmable trusted hardware. Thus,

any incorrect implementation may open up vulnerabilities that can com-

promise the security of applications. Also, preventing side-channel at-

tacks against developer-defined functions can become challenging (as ex-

plained in Section 9 of Publication VI).

6.1.5 Future directions

Over time new functionality will be added to trusted hardware. One of the

important features, the application-specific secure counter would be bene-

ficial for developers. Intel SGX already provides APIs for accessing secure,

monotonic counters [44]. We can anticipate that other trusted hardware

providers would utilize the Replay Protected Memory Block (RPMB) [52]

feature of an embedded multimedia card (eMMC) to facilitate application-

specific secure counters. A feature to support cryptographic key migration
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between trusted hardware would also be beneficial as we are using more

than one computing device simultaneously. Section 6.2 discusses various

aspects of credential management on multiple devices in detail.

In future, we can expect new specifications that allow the accessing of

trusted hardware functionality from a wide range of services. For exam-

ple, GlobalPlatform has been working on APIs for enabling web applica-

tions to access SEs on devices.4 Also recently, an IETF draft Open Trust

protocol (OTrP) has been published which defines an open, interopera-

ble protocol for trusted service managers (TSMs) to manage security do-

mains and applications in different TEEs on various devices. We can also

expect the standardization of hardware security architectures designed

for resource-constrained embedded devices, such as Intel’s TrustLite5 and

ARM’s TrustZone-M6, and the publication of standardized APIs to access

these hardware.

6.2 Credential management on multiple devices

In today’s ubiquitous computing environment, most of us own and use

more than one computing device. Also, switching between devices has

become the norm. Therefore from a user’s perspective, it is desirable to be

able to use credentials from any of her devices. Furthermore, users may

also need to migrate credentials from one device to another, e.g. during

device replacements.

To transfer (i.e. migrate/share) credentials protected with trusted hard-

ware such as a TEE, we must ensure that the credentials are always

transferred to compatible trusted hardware on a target device. Most of

the TEEs on devices include a device-specific certificate, signed by the de-

vice manufacturer, that asserts the security level of the TEE. A straight-

forward approach for transferring TEE-protected credentials between two

devices, say a source S and a target T , would be to first transfer the T ’s de-

vice certificate to S. The S’s TEE verifies the certificate and evaluates the
4Web API For Accessing Secure Element https://globalplatform.github.io/
WebApis-for-SE/doc/
5Trustlite: http://www.icri-sc.org/research/projects/trustlite/
6ARMv8-M Architecture: https://www.arm.com/products/processors/

instruction-set-architectures/armv8-m-architecture.php
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compatibility of the T ’s TEE. If the verification succeeds, S’s TEE encrypts

the credentials using T ’s public key and transfers the encrypted creden-

tials to T . However, the device certificate validation only guarantees the

security and compatibility of the TEEs but does not offer user-to-device

binding, i.e. it cannot ascertain that T and S belong to the same user.

Some credentials are confined to a particular device and cannot be mi-

grated. For example, a SIM card stores a unique, non-migratable key

for authenticating the SIM on a mobile network. Other credentials may

incorporate policies, defined by their issuers, which limit sharing or mi-

grating credentials according to the security needs. We can categorize mi-

gratable credentials into the following categories based on their transfer

policies:

1. Unrestricted credentials: Some credentials do not incorporate

any transfer restrictions or policies, such as, memorizable passwords

and user-controlled PKI keys. Users can transfer these credentials

between their devices or even share them with other users.

2. User-bound credentials: Some credentials are provisioned to de-

vices only after ascertaining that the devices belong to a particular

user, such as eIDs issued on users’ mobile devices. These credentials

can only be transferred to a compatible device owned by the same

user.

3. Single-instance credentials: Some credentials can migrate from

one device to another provided that only one copy of the credentials

exist at any given time. For example, a public transport authority

may allow users to migrate their ticketing credentials between de-

vices. However, it cannot permit credentials to be simultaneously

used from multiple devices to prevent double spending.

6.2.1 Transferring unrestricted credentials

We can use the straightforward approach to transfer TEE protected, un-

restricted credentials between devices provided that the user/owner of S

approve the transfer. However, this approach is not suitable for transfer-

ring other types of credentials as the approach lacks the user-to-device

binding assurance.
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6.2.2 Transferring user-bound credentials

Transferring user-bound credentials requires T to provide the credential

issuer with a similar level of security assurance as S provided during

initial provisioning. In other words, T must assure that, (a) it consists

of a compliant TEE, and (b) prove that it belongs to the same user as S.

The first assurance is provided by device certificate validation (i.e. TEE

compliance). For the latter we can use the user-to-device binding method

of using existing hardware-based credentials (presented in Publication

V, and Chapter 4). However, this method can only be used when a sin-

gle issuer provisions all the credentials owned by a user. In such cases,

the credential issuer only requires a single verification of user-to-device

binding before transferring credentials. However, it results in a poor user

experience when transferring credentials issued by multiple issuers. In

other words, it requires each credential issuer to verify the user-to-device

binding before transferring credentials.

For an optimal user experience, we need a design that requires verifica-

tion of user-to-device binding only during the initial provisioning phase.

Later, it should allow users to transfer credentials between devices only

by proving that the same user owns T .

Kostiainen et al. [57] have proposed a user-friendly credential transfer

protocol where they use a trusted server to store credentials as a backup.

Users authenticate themselves to credential issuers only during initial

provisioning. While transferring credentials, S copies unrestricted cre-

dentials to the trusted server which in turn restores them to T . How-

ever, the non-transferable credentials require re-provisioning on T from

the corresponding credential issuers. For each non-transferable creden-

tial, S issues a delegated token to the trusted server. The trusted server

issues further delegated tokens to T . Both S and the trusted server sign

the delegated token. The signatures assure the credential issuers that T

belongs to the same user as S. However, their solution uses passwords

to provide user-to-device binding. Similarly, Ghada et al. [6] proposed a

TEE migration protocol that relies on the user’s consent in establishing

a wireless channel between two devices to prove the ownership of the de-

vices. However, the protocol does not provide assurance that T belongs to

the same user.
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These protocols are ideal for one-off migration of credentials from one

device to another. However, they become unattractive for sharing and

using credentials simultaneously on multiple devices. For example, a user

must run the transfer protocols on all of her devices whenever she adds a

new credential.

In contrast, OmniShare Publication X utilizes a user’s cloud storage to

create a domain of authorized devices for her and distributes as well as

synchronizes credentials among these devices. The user can add a new

device to the domain from any existing device in the domain. It utilizes

a combination of an out-of-band channel (established with the user’s con-

sent) and the cloud storage service itself to authorize the new device for

admission to the domain. We can utilize a similar approach to create a

domain of trusted devices for an arbitrary user and allow sharing creden-

tials between TEEs in the authorized devices owned by the same user.

We can also use user-to-device binding with the user’s hardware-based

credential as mentioned in Publication V and Chapter 3. However, the

question remains of how to design a globally acceptable user-to-device

binding with users’ hardware-based credentials. For example, as used in

Publication V, FINeID can only be used to guarantee user-to-device bind-

ings within the Finnish jurisdiction but may not be accepted as a valid

mechanism for user identification outside of Finland.

6.2.3 Transferring single-instance credentials

To allow the transference of a single-instance credential between devices,

we must assure that the TEE is compliant and also guarantee that the

credential at S is inaccessible after the transfer. If the single-instance

credential is also user-bound, then we must additionally ensure that T

belongs to the same user.

Berger et al. [10] presented a virtual TPM (vTPM) migration technique

where T generates a nonce to which S binds and locks its vTPM states.

Once locked, the vTPM is inaccessible at S and can only be unlocked at T ,

if T can prove possession of the nonce. We can adapt a similar approach to

the transfer of single-instance credentials and ensure that the credentials

remain inaccessible at S after transfer. However, if the nonce at T gets

corrupted before the completion of the transfer, or gets corrupted at S
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before locking, the credentials cannot be recovered.

Marforio et al. [65] proposed a design that binds the credentials to users’

phone numbers. They recommend modification to SIM applications to

make them TEE-aware. During secure provisioning, the credential issuer

sends an SMS containing the provisioning secret to a user’s registered

phone number. The SIM decrypts the provisioning secret and makes it

available to the TEE. The secret then allows the TEE to initiate the pro-

visioning protocol. The protocol requires the user to move her SIM to T for

credential migration. Once the SIM is moved, the TEE on S deactivates

the credentials. The credential issuer re-provisions the credentials to T in

a similar way as the initial provisioning at S.

We can combine Marforio et al.’s approach with OmniShare to share

single-instance credentials between all the devices in the domain, but gets

activated only on a single device at any given time. In this approach, the

TEE on a device detects whether the SIM is present and enables or dis-

ables the credentials on the device. Since users tie their credentials to

a particular physical SIM, single-instance credentials can only be func-

tional on a single device at a given time. However, this approach is limited

to devices that can support a SIM. Overall, transferring single-instance

credentials is still an open challenge.

6.2.4 Categorization of credentials discussed in this
dissertation

• eID credentials: Publication I, Publication V and Chapter 3 pre-

sented credentials such as government-issued eIDs. eIDs are user-

bound credentials that are used to authenticate users for accessing

various online services. eIDs on devices are not strictly device-bound

as users may change their device frequently. Publication V also

shows the existence of eID credentials on multiple devices such as a

physical smart card and a mobile device belonging to the same user.

Therefore, users should be allowed to share their credentials among

their devices.

• Public transport credentials: Credentials used in public trans-

port ticketing as discussed in Publication II, Publication III, Publi-

cation IV and Chapter 4 are user-bound as well as single instance

credentials. The credential issuers (i.e. the accounting authority)
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may allow a user to transfer credentials from one device to another

belonging to the same user (e.g. during device replacement). How-

ever, to avoid double spending, they can only allow the credentials

to be usable from a single device at any given time.

6.3 Trusted Path

In some devices, both TEEs and REEs can access the user interface (UI).

Therefore, it is important to protect security-sensitive information ex-

changed between a user and a TA. A secure communication interface be-

tween a user and a TA that protects the integrity and confidentiality of

the information exchanged is called a trusted path [42]. A trusted path

also assures the user that she is communicating with the TA and not with

an impersonator [47].

6.3.1 Establishing a trusted path

To establish a trusted path between a user and a TA, the TEE must take

explicit control over the device peripherals used in the trusted path. For

example, the eID credentials in Publication I, Publication V, and Chap-

ter 3 require a PIN before signing a document. The TEE should take

pre-emptive control of the touchscreen while displaying the PIN-entry UI

to protect the PIN against an adversary in the REE. Taking exclusive

control over the touchscreen requires the trusted computing base (TCB)

of the TEE to include the touchscreen driver.

In TrustZone, a separate secure OS kernel runs in the TEE. The secure

OS can include device drivers needed for establishing trusted paths. How-

ever, adding support for multiple device drivers will bloat the TCB [99].

Unlike TrustZone, Intel’s SGX does not run a separate secure OS in the

TEE. Instead, SGX executes parts of applications that need to be pro-

tected as enclaves [67]. Furthermore, since the TCB for an enclave only

includes the code running in the enclave and the CPU itself, SGX does not

allow an enclave to make system calls [101]. Therefore adding a device

driver support on each enclave becomes impractical. Intel does provide

a proprietary trusted path called Protected Audio Video Path for secur-

ing high-definition video playback, which can only be used for displaying
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outputs securely, such as securing video conferencing outputs and display-

ing one-time passwords [43]. Weiser et al. [101] proposed an architecture

called SGXIO that provides trusted path for application enclaves. The

SGXIO uses a hypervisor to isolate IO device drivers from the REE. Fur-

ther, SGXIO runs the part of device driver logic in a separate enclave,

which allows other applications to share keys with the driver enclave us-

ing SGX’s local attestation. An application enclave establishes a trusted

path with the user via the device driver. The device driver enclave pro-

tects the messages exchanged over the trusted path by encrypting them

with the shared key.

Alternatively, Sun et al. [91] suggested using a hypervisor to isolate

the trusted and untrusted OS. The hypervisor protects the interaction

between a user and the trusted OS from the untrusted OS. Their solution

uses the power button as the "secure attention key", which activates the

system BIOS for switching between trusted and untrusted OS. Similarly,

Riedl et al. [82] suggested using gesture-based mechanisms to switch

between security domains called zones. They presented three gesture-

based switching mechanism (a) drawing patterns associated with partic-

ular zone on the touch screen of the device, (b) using device’s lock screen

with options to select zones, and (c) using multi-finger swipe on touch

screen. They also conducted a user study that shows the lock screen-based

switching as the preferred mechanism among the participants.

6.3.2 Authenticating a trusted path

It is also important to convey to users reliably that they are indeed using

a trusted path to communicate with a TA. A graphical symbol (e.g. a

logo of a padlock or shield) displayed on the address bar of a web browser

is a prominent example of a security indicator (not for a trusted path)

that indicates the security status of websites. However, many users are

ignorant about the indicators or fail to notice them on web browsers [25].

Using similar graphical symbols as the security indicator for trusted

paths on mobile devices can become even harder due to the smaller screen

sizes compared to PCs. Moreover, the mobile web browsers hide the ad-

dress bar to maximize the display of the web contents on the entire screen

for optimal user experience. Moreover, fraudulent apps can imitate the UI
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used for displaying security indicators for phishing. Zhou et al. [105] re-

ported that the majority of fraudulent apps are repackaged versions of

legitimate apps with malicious code injected. Thus fraudulent apps can

utilize UI components, such as login UI, PIN-entry UI, etc., from the orig-

inal apps to spoof and relay the information collected through the UI to

servers controlled by attackers.

6.3.3 Security indicators for TEEs

Various researchers have suggested using the status of LEDs on a device

platform [62] or a color bar displayed at the top of the screen [85, 82], as

the security indicator while interacting over a trusted path. Since the ma-

licious application running on the REE of a device can spoof the security

indicators displayed on the device’s screen, Mayrhofer [66] emphasizes on

using hardware-based security indicators that are directly controlled by

TCBs.

The GlobalPlatform’s Trusted User Interface API specification [35] at-

tempts to standardize generic UI layouts for input/output of security-

sensitive information on mobile devices. The specification suggests either

using hardware controlled security indicators such as LEDs, or displaying

information known only to the user and the TA, but not to the REE, as

the security indicators.

Using dedicated hardware controlled by the TEE as the security indi-

cator is expensive since it requires support from the device manufacturer

and the replacement of current devices. Zhou et al. [106] proposed using

TPM-based remote attestation to verify the status of a trusted path on a

PC from an external device such as a mobile phone. Alternatively, users

can share information such as a secret passphrase with the TEE safely

during the boot process before the REE initiates [92]. Users are recom-

mended to enter their security-sensitive information only on the UI that

displays the shared passphrase established during the boot process.

6.3.4 Trusted path for applications discussed in this thesis

TAs that handle the eID credentials in Publication I, Publication II and

Chapter 3 require a trusted path for entering a PIN. We can use the

trusted PIN-entry UI, defined by GlobalPlatform [35], as the trusted path
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for PIN entry. We can further display a secret passphrase (shared be-

tween the user and the TEE) in the trusted PIN-entry UI as the security

indicator. Recent TEEs offer trusted UI APIs to establish trusted paths

for input/output operations [18]. However, the public transport ticketing

protocols presented in Publication II, Publication III, Publication IV and

Chapter 4 do not benefit from a trusted path between a user and the TA,

as the TA does not need an endorsement from the user during identity ver-

ification. Also, reliably notifying users with a security indicator becomes

challenging since the identity verification completes in a short interval,

i.e. less than 300 milliseconds.

Privacy preserving computation on infrastructure such as the carousel

approach discussed in Publication VI and also in Chapter 5 can utilize the

trusted UI on users’ devices to provide users with authentic information

about their queries (e.g. whether or not an app is malicious, and how to

remediate the potential threat). The trusted UI can also display a secret

passphrase shared with the TEE on the infrastructure (over an out-of-

band channel) as the security indicator. The trusted UI on the device

protects the integrity of the results displayed against the manipulation

from malware on the device.

6.4 Service augmentation with a combination of TEEs on devices
and server infrastructure

As TEEs are available for both cloud infrastructure and users’ devices,

we can design services that utilize the TEEs on both sides to enhance

security.

6.4.1 Device TEE as a front-end

A device’s TEE can be used as a front-end for user input/output while

performing actual computation on the cloud TEE. For example, a PMT

protocol that allows users to check compromised service passwords can

provide a TA to users’ devices. The TA would allows users to enter their

potentially compromised passwords via a trusted path and receive results

securely. The TA lets users use the PMT service securely even in presence

of malware on the device.
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As another use case, we can use a device TEE as a front-end is to display

one-time passwords. Users may require one-time passwords to access a

corporate network. The corporation can host a password generation al-

gorithm on its infrastructure TEE and distribute a client application to

its users’ devices. The client application only uses the TEE to display

a trusted UI for displaying one-time passwords. This allows the corpo-

ration to maintain and update the password generation algorithm more

efficiently without having to update applications on every client device.

TEE-aware SIMs, and vice-versa, as purposed by Marforio et al. [65] can

also benefit from the standardized trusted UI. For example, security codes

used in two-factor authentication are widely distributed via SMSs. While

receiving a security code as an SMS, the TEE-aware SIM can notify the

TEE to display the code via a trusted UI. Additionally, the UI can inte-

grate a button for deleting the SMS securely after its use, or the SMS can

be auto-removed safely after the security code expires. This would pro-

tect the two-factor authentication code distributed over SMS even in the

presence of malware on users’ devices. An important consideration while

designing such services is that devices should have network capability to

access such services.

6.4.2 Infrastructure TEE as credential backup

A TEE available in the cloud infrastructure can be used to build a creden-

tial backup service for users. The trusted server used in the credential

migration protocol proposed by Kostiainen et al. [57] can be implemented

as a TA running on the TEE of the service provider’s cloud.

Further, the cloud TEE can be used to manage the domain of trusted

devices in OmniShare Publication X. While adding a new device T to the

domain, the TEE in T can interact with a device S in the domain over an

out-of-band channel. Then both devices T and S can send their interaction

evidence to the cloud TEE for the distribution of the root key to T without

having to use the untrusted cloud storage as the communication medium.

Also, while removing a device from the domain, the cloud TEE can gen-

erate a new root key and distribute it to all devices in the domain except

the one that has been removed. The cloud TEE can also be used to assure

deletion of single-instance credentials from S before they are transferred
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to T . The use of the cloud TEE also enhances privacy by preventing the

(potentially untrusted) cloud provider from learning how many devices

and what types of devices are present in a given user’s domain.

6.5 Formal analysis of protocols

This dissertation uses standard protocols and cryptographic primitives

whenever possible. However, many protocols and modified cryptographic

schemes were introduced, especially in Chapter 4 (in Publication II, Pub-

lication III and Publication IV). Their correctness and security were only

argued informally in the corresponding publications.

To provide stronger confidence, we need to analyze them using formal

methods and automated analysis tools. This dissertation does not cover

any formal verification in the interest of keeping the work tractable. This

is left as future work. For example, P4 uses the RSA signatures with mes-

sage recovery to minimize the size of the certificate used as a part of the

ticketing credential. This scheme should be verified using cryptographic

proof techniques. Also, other protocols should be formally analyzed using

automated tools such as ProVerif7 or Tamarin Prover8.

6.6 Conclusion

Trusted hardware is a critical security enabler that can be used to es-

tablish trust between various (non-trusting) entities in a multilateral en-

vironment. This dissertation showed how to use programmable trusted

hardware, such as TEEs, to build protocols and applications for ensuring

the security requirements of entities in multilateral scenarios. Specifi-

cally, it presented the use of a TEE at the user’s end to fulfill the secu-

rity requirements of service providers, and the use of a TEE within the

infrastructure to ensure users’ data privacy while accessing services on

third-party infrastructure.

This dissertation used two use cases with real-world implications (i.e.

hosting/using eID credentials on users’ devices and using credentials for

7ProVerif: http://prosecco.gforge.inria.fr/personal/bblanche/proverif/
8Tamarin Prover: http://www.infsec.ethz.ch/research/software/tamarin.html
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the public transport ticketing from NFC-enabled users’ devices) to elabo-

rate the use of TEEs at the user’s end. Similarly, the use case of cloud-

based malware checking set out an example of using a TEE to ensure

users’ data privacy while accessing services on untrusted infrastructure.

The use cases were supported with significant efforts made in designing

the systems, implementing them as prototypes on real TEEs (e.g. ARM

TrustZone and SGX), and evaluating their performance.

In conclusion, the following substantial lessons from this dissertation

can be summarized as: (a)Modern devices such as smartphones are bet-

ter platforms for hosting credentials compared to physical smart cards in

terms of security, cost, ease-of-management and usability. (b)With proper

engineering effort we can design optimized yet secure identity-verification

schemes that can be used over low bandwidth channels for applications

such as public transport ticketing. (c)TEEs can be used to provide users’

with privacy assurance while offering privacy-preserving services, such

as a PMT, on untrusted servers.

Additionally, this dissertation presented other insights related to cur-

rent TEE-based systems, which can be summarized as: (a) Beside a pro-

grammable trusted hardware, non-programmable trusted hardware can

also be used as trust anchors to fulfill security requirements of several,

but not all, applications. (b) Sharing/migrating credentials is a desirable

feature. Some types of credentials are easy to share among other devices

belonging to the same user while other types require stronger trust assur-

ance. (c) A trusted path from a TEE would further improve security. At

present, layouts and interfaces for trusted paths have been standardized.

There should be more support from the TEE providers to allow developers

to use trusted paths. (d) As TEEs are becoming available for various plat-

forms, we can leverage a combination of TEEs on users’ devices as well

as the infrastructure to enhance the security of applications and further

develop new types of services. This dissertation left the formal analysis of

protocols as future work.
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